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PART I 

 
 

SECURED FROM INTERFERENCE? 
 

On page 18 of The Times, December 10, 1931, is a half-page photograph of Harlech Bay, in 

Wales. Traethdy (meaning Beach House in Welsh) features as a small dark triangle. 

 

The house had been built 26 years before, in 1905, by a young naval officer, Harold Stidston, who 

at that time was based on HMS Vivid, working as Assistant Dockyard Manager at Devonport. He 

had recently married and his wife had given birth to a daughter who was tubercular. Stidston had 

been told that the baby’s only chance of survival depended on being taken somewhere windy to 

live. The treatment worked as she survived until the 1960s. 

 

Apart from brick foundations and chimney stack, Traethdy was built entirely of wood. Even the 

tiles, pantiles, were wooden. There was no electricity and no mains water. Water had to be fetched 

by hand from a tap beyond the railway track, at the bottom of the zig-zag path down the cliff. 

Sanitation was by means of a sand-closet in a corrugated tin hut about 30 yards to the east of the 

house. 

 

Access was by horse and cart over the sand-hills; everything that was needed to build the house 

would have had to be brought by this means. Access on foot was possible down the zig-zag with a 

footpath and stiles  to cross the railway. 

 

At first there were three doors into the house: the front door in the verandah and two opening from 

the kitchen, one to a backyard on the east side and the other through the south wall along a short 

corridor - along the line of the present bath. There was a lean-to against the south wall next to this 

side door. The house must have been very draughty as the side door faced directly into the 

prevailing wind. Internal ventilation was increased by all four bedrooms having vents above their 

doors into the stairwell. These are now sealed. 

 

Stidston, eventually appointed as Commander, was able to visit Traethdy only while on leave; his 

career is summarised in Appendix I. The family lived there till 1930, the only change they made 

being to replace the pantiles with red tiles, the house thereby acquiring the local name Cottage 

Coch - Red Cottage. The date of this change is unknown but was probably soon after the house 

was built; wooden pantiles wouldn’t have stood a chance in the rain. 
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Harlech Bay from the south 

From The Times, 10 December 1931 

 

The lean-to against the south wall can just be made out in the original photograph, as can the sand-closet, 

as a dark smudge to the right. The backyard is visible as a dark area at the base of the house on the 

right. Clearer than any of this is Cliff Cottage, a single-storey Victorian railway cottage, close to the track 

which was laid in 1887 

 

There is very little to tell us what Traethdy was like inside at first. Apart from the ceilings, the 

kitchen and living room, all the walls were bare wood dyed dark green. (The paint on the inside of 

the front door was removed in 1990, giving an idea of what the rest of the house was like). The 

living room walls were of plasterboard painted cream with dark brown woodwork. A young girl, 
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Margaret More, who later married Raymond Bantock, was taken to tea-parties at Traethdy round 

about the time of the First World War. Margaret, who had been born in Harlech, and was about the 

same age as the Stidston daughter, once told me that the house was very gloomy inside, made 

worse by the repressive family atmosphere. She disliked going there. A Sidney King, who visited 

Traethdy in the 1920s said the same thing. He added that he remembered an enormous 

grandfather clock in the living room. 

 

 
 

Traethdy from the north, late 1920s 
 

Commander Stidston owned two WW1 bell tents which were stored in the sand closet. The photograph is 

unusual in showing Traethdy from the north. One of the tents has been erected in the hollow to the north-

west of the house; its tip is just visible. This suggests that Stidston was at home when the photograph was 

taken. The curtains in the living room are closed but not those upstairs which further suggests that the 

Commander is either sleeping in the tent or that he slept with the curtains open; the Stidston couple would 

surely have occupied the north bedroom. The Traethdy demesne was enclosed by chicken wire and posts 

(which appear to have been ‘enhanced’ by the printer). There were at least three wooden gates in the 

boundary fence; two are visible. They persisted until the 1950s. 

 

Each of the four bedrooms was furnished in the same way, with chests of drawers dyed the same 

colour as the walls - dark green. There were fitted ledges in the corners of the three larger 
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bedrooms, with curtains below. The ledges were to take the bowls and jugs of water for washing. 

There used to be a portable circular metal bathtub about four feet across and one foot deep which 

must have been the nearest anyone got to having a bath during these years. There used also to be 

an ornate gilt mirror, divided into three parts, attached to the wall above the mantelpiece in the 

living room. In the backroom, part of the present bathroom, were kept pressing irons which were 

heated on the kitchen range, metal scales with iron and brass weights, sundry lumber and coal, 

presumably in sacks. The coal fuelled the range and the open fires in the living room and bedroom 

above. 

 

Despite the ornate mirror in the living room, life at Traethdy must have been basic, harsh and 

weather-dominated. Since Commander Stidston was at home only intermittently, one can’t help 

feeling that life must have been rather lonely for his wife and daughter. 

 
The Commander retired in 1930 and then died. The widow, Olive, promptly put Traethdy on the 

market and went with her daughter to live in Luton, Bedfordshire, a distinct contrast. 
 

 
Part of a letter from Olive Stidston to Raymond Bantock 
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The underlinings suggests that there had been a slight contretemps between vendor and buyer. The rest of 

the letter reads:- 

 

…cupboard was there when I left in August and no doubt will be found. Annie has the key of the Ballot Box 

with the Stores which I hope she has taken away and sold the contents for me by now, for there was more 

than £2 worth of tinned stuff in there and Mr Reid owned that he did not want them. I gave the whole box of 

keys to Mr Seddon before leaving Wolverhampton. 

 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely 

Olive Stidston 

 

 

* 
 

The reason for the 1931 photograph of Harlech Bay in The Times was that the land had recently 

been acquired by The National Trust. Entitled A Noted Viewpoint, the caption states that the land 

has been secured from interference for all time. What The National Trust had not reckoned with 

was that Raymond Bantock had recently appeared on the scene. 

 

In March 1931 Raymond Bantock from Birmingham bought Traethdy jointly with a Mr Reid from 

Sutton Coldfield, thereby securing a period of rapid interference which lasted for the next seventy 

years. 

 

* 

 

Traethdy was originally leasehold, on a 42-year lease from the Brogyntyn Estate owned by Lord 

Harlech. Raymond Bantock’s first act of interference was invisible: negotiation of the extension of 

lease by five years. In this he was assisted by his father-in-law, W.H. More, the retired Crown 

Agent. More had lived in Harlech since the 1890s and knew Lord Harlech. In August 1931 he wrote 

to his son-in-law:- 

 

I heard that Lord Harlech’s Agent, who lives on the Estate at Brogyntyn, was coming here, and 

fixed up to see him – I explained the position at Traethdy, and he agreed that the projects you and 

Reid have in mind justified an extension of the lease, and would materially add to the selling value 

should you two at any time part with the place, and to the lessor’s reversionary interest. 

 

An extension of the lease was secured, up to 1952. 
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The first visible act of interference did not in fact involve Raymond Bantock. It was due to his sister 

Myrrha who came to stay at Traethdy in August 1931. On account of the closeness of the original 

enclosure, visitors such as Myrrha found it irksome that strangers would come and sit on the sand-

hills nearby. She made a notice and hung it on the fence. It worked. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

There were at least two of these shields at Traethdy when it changed hands; it is unknown why 

they were there. 

 

 
 

Traethdy imagined 
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Oil painting by Edward Steel Harper, circa 1931 

 

Other visitors were the painter Edward Steel Harper and his wife Stella, old friends of Raymond’s 

father, Granville. When Raymond Bantock became the new owner of Traethdy, his wife Margaret 

described the house to Edward, or Uncle Ted as he was known by the family, as  A little black 

house with a steep red roof, right on the very edge of the sea. 

 

The original of this painting is now in Japan with several others by the same painter, in the 

collection of Gavin Bantock, Raymond and Margaret’s fifth son. Biographical details relating to 

Harper are given in Appendix II. 

 

* 
 

When the Bantock/Reid joint ownership was established in 1931, the new owners used the house 

only intermittently, letting it out to tenants during the summer months. 

 

 
 

The information sheet was presumably sent to prospective visitors and gives a good idea of the 

arrangements. The Box-room referred to in the first line is the lobby where coats are now hung. It 

used to be a larger room; a cupboard has now been built at one end. 
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The ‘occupants of Cliff Cottage’ under the heading Water and Sanitation were a Griff and Laura 

Williams. Mr Williams was employed as linesman by The Great Western Railway (GWR) and later 

became as well the caretaker at Traethdy. 

 

An extended period of changes began in 1932. The first development was the provision of mains 

water. There exists a substantial body of correspondence with both a local contractor and the 

GWR relating to this. Raymond Bantock again took advice from his father-in-law, who wrote in 

1932:- 

 

The Harlech water supply is from the reservoir of the local authority, the Deudraeth District Council, 

and it is from thence you would get the Traethdy supply by a junction with the pipe along the main 

road, your pipe coming down the hillside  and under the railway line, the easement for which you 

are in negotiation with the GWR. 

 

He wrote also:- 

 

You won’t forget that you will have to get a Licence from the Crown to lay the pipe down the 

hillside. You may think (it) proper to tell the Railway Co this. If you like and will tell me whether the 

pipe is one inch or any other size, I will write to my successor in the Crown Agency and pave the 

way for you. 

 

Once mains water was available, a sink was installed in the kitchen (in the alcove to the left of the 

window), a bath and washbasin installed in the box-room, a water closet installed in the short 

corridor between the kitchen and the side door (which was blocked off) and a soak-away cesspit 

built near the sand-closet. The sand-closet thence became a storage space until it fell apart. It was 

finally demolished in the mid 1960s. There appear to be no photographs specifically of the sand-

closet, but it appears regularly and indistinctly in more general photographs. 

 

 

* 
 

A letter dated 14th April 1932, from the co-owner Mr Reid to Raymond Bantock concludes:- 

 

I shall be jolly glad when all this correspondence can be put into the fire and we can rest back 

confident, knowing that if we ever go down to Harlech we shall at least get some water, 
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There was a downside to these changes. The water in Harlech is very soft, slightly acidic. The acid 

in the water eventually etched its way into the enamel of the bath so that by the 1980s sitting in it 

like sitting on wet sandpaper. 

 

A curious feature of Traethdy is the date 1927, written as though it mattered, on the inside of the 

cupboard door on the staircase. There was no water tank put in there until five years later. It would, 

in any case, have been better to have put the tank in the roof space to give more pressure. (This 

was done in 2001.) The date in the cupboard remains unexplained. 

 

 

* 
 

The Surveyor’s Report on Traethdy when the new joint ownership was set up was unfavourable. 

The south wall was rotten and barely waterproof, likewise the side-door and the lean-to. The next 

major change was the rebuilding of the south wall which was rendered with rough-cast. The dating 

of this development, which was early in 1934, has been indirect as there is no relevant 

correspondence. 

 

On the cliff a little way south of Traethdy is a bungalow, Sarn Badrig (which means Patrick’s 

Causeway, the northernmost of five ridges of stones which extend from the shore far out into the 

Irish Sea and which can occasionally be seen at very low tides). 
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Sarn Badrig was intended for the manager of Hafod Wen Convalescent Home owned by Cadbury’s 

from 1927, and was built in 1934. 

 

The photograph shows Sarn Badrig in near-completion. A garage and stone seats which are the 

same age as the house, have still to be built. 

 

What is of interest, however, is that the mess round the base of the south wall of Traethdy 

suggests that building works were going on there as well. The washing on the line suggests also 

that someone was in residence at the time. 

 

 
 

Traethdy from the south (early 1934) 

 

The change in the appearance of the house is very noticeable. Traethdy is referred to as the White 

Cottage in some of the Bantock/Reid correspondence at this time. This is presumably a play on 

The Grey Cottage, Raymond Bantock’s home in the Midlands. 

 

Whilst there was no doubt that the wall had to be re-built, the rough-cast made no allowance for 

the fact that the house is wooden and ‘gives’ with the wind. It soon developed cracks and lasted 

only 24 years. 

 

* 
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Later in 1934 there was another change. Traethdy said goodbye to the Reids; Raymond Bantock  

bought them out. No particular reason is known as to why the Reids made the decision to sell. 

Certainly Raymond Bantock, with considerable help from his father-in-law, had taken the initiative 

over the lease and in providing a water supply and the Reids seem just to have gone along with it. 

Perhaps they felt they’d had enough. When they bought the property they paid a total of £240 

(£11,500) and a further total of £95 (£4,500) for the laying of mains water. They agreed to a figure 

of £140 (£6,500) for the sale of Reid’s half-share. The figures in brackets are the equivalent 

amounts in today’s values. 

 

* 
 

During the whole of the time that the Stidstons owned Traethdy the only source of heat would have 

been the two open fires and the kitchen range. Apart from daylight, the only source of light would 

have been candles and paraffin lamps. There is no precise information as to when electricity was 

laid on, but Anton, Raymond and Margaret’s second son, born in 1933, writes that he remembers 

the lamps being used, so that electricity probably arrived a few years later, probably in 1936. 
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Pre-electric Lighting at Traethdy 

Above : One of the candlesticks dating from the Stidston era. Candlesticks used to be put on the ledges on 

the banisters with old saucepan lids screwed to the ceiling to stop the wood from catching fire. 

Below: One of the two paraffin lamps that were in Traethdy when Raymond Bantock bought it. The lamps 

were found in 1990, in the ballot box mentioned in Olive Stidston’s letter, in the roof space. 

 

 

Electric Lighting at Traethdy 

 
. 

 

 
 

 

Above left: One of the glass lampshades dating from the mid 1930s 

Above right: The wooden lampshade in the hall, also dating from the mid 1930s. 
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After this there was a short lull, but 1937 saw the start of the serial accretion of outbuildings which 

by the early 1950s had resulted in nine extra and different types of construction variously clustered 

round the main house. 

 

 

The first was Raymond Bantock’s own personal annexe, the lower annexe, in the hollow to the 

west of the house. This was an ambitious wooden affair with French windows opening to a 

verandah so that the owner’s tarpaulin-covered bed could be pushed out at nights for sleeping in 

the open air. The inside, severe to the point of ascetism, yet redolent of arcane experience, was 

somehow very Bloomsbury. 

 

 

 
 

The Lower Annexe in about 1938 
 

Despite the interesting period feel of the annexe, it is remembered by the family only as having an 

aroma and atmosphere which was wholly and only Raymond Bantock’s. Something to do with 

onions, their effects, and rather sweet Toilet Water, possibly Balenciaga. 
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The Lower Annexe 

Left to right: Cuillin, Robin and Anton in the verandah, August 1939 

 

The annexe ended up with deeply ugly furniture. There were two chests of drawers with brown 

varnished wood, with the varnish peeling off in the damp. There was a plywood wardrobe with 

sand on the floor and mildew on the clothes. There were many little cabinets to which Raymond 

Bantock was perennially addicted, some with secret compartments, and a bedside shelf with rather 

specialised reading matter. The bed was wheeled and medical. One of the owner’s thermometers 

hung in the verandah. 

 

Twenty years after it was built Raymond Bantock filled in the verandah with sliding windows. The 

frames instantly warped and the windows became un-openable. The whole edifice boasted a total 

of 108 panes of glass in its windows. The nightmare upkeep of all this became increasingly fitful. 

By the 1980s the roof had begun to sag, indicating that the foundations were rotting. Demolition, in 

1988, was the only answer. 
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The Lower Annexe in about 1985 

 

* 
 

In 1939 Raymond Bantock built the shanty next to the main house on the east side, next to the 

backyard. I remember Mr Williams doing this single-handed. Apparently he had a fearful time 

putting the roof on by himself. It was intended as an extra bedroom; by this time there were four 

boys to accommodate. The two oldest used to sleep in there. It can’t have been very pleasant. 

Anton told me that Commander Stidston’s shields hung on the wall inside and that one of them fell 

off and cut into his nose in the middle of the night. During the first years of the war it became a 

playroom. Later it was lined with plasterboard and a basin fitted. Fifty years after it was built it was 

relined with wood, with insulation between the two walls. Later still the floor was tiled. 

 

 

 
 

The shanty is just visible in this photograph, to the left of the house. The curious appearance of the 

three upper panes of glass in the bay window is due to their having been papered over on account 

of the blackout. This dates the photograph as later than early 1941. 
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Soon after the shanty was built the first garage appeared, in 1939. This was a tin construction to 

the north-east. It was built on a thin layer of concrete which soon developed cracks. The garage 

was not very satisfactory as it changed shape from time to time so that the doors never closed 

properly. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The main changes achieved by the late 1930s are visible in the photograph below: the rough-cast 

south wall, the lower annexe to the left, the shanty to the right, power poles across the dunes.  The 

sand-closet is very clear in this photograph, as is Cliff Cottage by the railway track. The white 

bathing hut to the south of Traethdy was part of the Hafod Wen Estate, Cadbury’s Convalescent 

Home on the cliff. 
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* 
 

The lower annexe and garage were both built on land that was outside the original boundary of the 

Traethdy Estate, as was the sand-closet. In late 1930 and early 1940 Raymond Bantock 

successfully negotiated the purchase of more land from Lord Harlech, enlarging the Estate to its 

present dimensions and thereby bringing the out-reach extras within its confines. The plan below 

indicates the two areas of land involved. 
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In August 1939 the Bantocks moved to Traethdy and stayed there for three years. An undated plan 

which is probably from this time shows Raymond Bantocks ideas about doubling the size of the 

house, adding on to the south. 
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Fortunately this scheme came to nothing. Instead he built the south annexe, a cedar-wood 

construction a few feet from the rough-cast south wall of the house. 
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A year later, in February 1941, a water supply to both south and lower annexes was installed, and 

thirteen months after this, in May 1942, Raymond and Margaret’s only daughter was born in the 

south annexe. 

 

In 1943, a year after the family returned to the Midlands, Raymond Bantock attempted to buy more 

land from the Brogyntyn Estate. This came to nothing. 

 

 
 

There was, however, still enough land round Traethdy for the next two buildings. One of these was 

a Revolving Hut, or Sun Hut as it came to be called. It was a copy of one owned by Bernard Shaw 

and stood next to the lower annexe in the hollow down below. It was on wheels mounted on a 

circular track so that theoretically it could be turned to face into the sun. The track rusted up within 

a few years. Raymond Bantock used to sit in the doorway nude sunbathing. 

 

.  
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Since it was built the Sun Hut has been re-roofed twice and in 1990 the outside walls clad with an 

extra layer of chiplap to make it more solid. At one time it was fitted with a power supply and 

curtains, but these were removed in the 1980s. Upkeep was always a problem with this edifice. 

The decision was made to demolish it in 2015. 

 

The other construction was the Sun Shelter, a three-sided box opening directly into the prevailing 

wind, perched on the sand-hill to the south-west. Built in the early 1940s, it was shortest-lived of all 

the outbuildings. It was toppled by the wind at least three times before it was abandoned in the late 

1940s and used for firewood. The concrete base is still there. 

 

 

 

 
 

The lower annexe and the Sun Shelter from the north, c.1946 

 

 

1946 saw a further development. This was an outside WC which was neatly inserted between the 

south wall of Traethdy and the south annexe. Raymond Bantock once told me that of all his 

outbuildings, this was the one that he was most pleased with; certainly it looks natural enough. In 

the same year a wooden shed was built to the east of the south annexe, as a bicycle store. This 

can just be made out in the next illustration, a hand-coloured postcard which dates from this time. 
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* 
 

In the late 1940s Raymond Bantock received a letter from the Local Council. I was shown this 

letter in the 1960s, but beyond one sentence  I can’t remember the exact wording. The sentence 

went as follows:- 

 

We are increasingly concerned at the number of huts which are steadily accruing round  Traethdy, 

presumably to accommodate your growing family. 

 

The letter was ignored. Notwithstanding that the family had in fact stopped growing, 1949 saw yet 

another shed, this time to the east of the backyard. This came to be called the east annexe and 

was the last addition. There always something a little sad about the east annexe – in some way it 

lacked conviction or personality. It was just a shed for sleeping in. The pastel drawing gives an 

idea of its appearance. 
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The east annexe 

Pastel drawing by Cuillin Bantock, 1967 

 

The east annexe can just be made out in the photograph below taken in the late 1940s.. 

 

 
 

The photograph is interesting on account of the slide – a very long board that Robin Bantock, 

Raymond Bantock’s oldest son, found on the beach with a friend in the mid 1940s. They hid it 
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under the sand out of sight from the caretaker who happened to be gleaning driftwood at the same 

time and later it was carried up to the house. It can be seen running obliquely across the sandy 

area to the right of the house. The slide was kept in the garage when we weren’t at Traethdy so 

presumably we were in residence when the photograph was taken; the absence of an occupied 

washing line suggests that we were becoming more continent. 

 

A seawall that the caretaker built in the mid ‘40s is just visible, at the junction of the dunes with the 

upper shoreline. It is now deep in the sand. 

 

 

* 
 

In 1952 Raymond Bantock bought the freehold of Traethdy from the Brogyntyn Estate. At this time 

Lord Harlech invited him to extend the boundary to the south. This was only a suggestion in a 

telephone conversation and Raymond Bantock chose not to avail himself of the offer. 

 

In about 1954 the bicycle shed fell down. The photograph below dates from 1956. The poor state 

of the rough-cast is very noticeable. The backyard and east annexe are clearly visible, as is the tin 

garage, with most of its paint missing. 
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Two years later, in 1958, the south wall fell down. Mostly as a series of large lumps. Rain had 

penetrated the rough-cast, probably from the day it was put up. Most of the timber underneath was 

waterlogged. In the south-east corner the main support, about 12” by 12”, had decayed at its base 

to a narrow waist about two inches across. 

 

Urgent re-building work was carried out and the whole wall slated over. Whilst waterproof, the 

slates rattled unpleasantly in the wind. Visually, at least from a distance, the slates were an 

improvement. Close-to they were hideous. 

 

Shortly after this Raymond Bantock built a concrete ‘bunker’ on the site of the old bicycle shed and 

replaced the tin garage with a concrete one. These developments are visible as pale blocks in the 

photograph. 

 

 
 

Later, the end wall of the south annexe was slated over. As a result, on a windy night sleep in the 

annexe and south bedroom was disturbed by both the rattle of the slates and the grinding of the 

concrete blocks of the ‘bunker’. 

 

In the photograph below, taken by Robin Bantock in 1982, a good part of Raymond Bantock’s 

‘extended Welsh Empire’, as it came to be known in the family, is visible. 
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All this represents the substitute scheme to jumboise the house in the late 1930s. In the 

photograph, the concrete ‘bunker’, south, east and lower annexes, the shanty and Sun Hut are all 

visible. Only the outside WC and garage are out of sight. 
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Anton Bantock’s drawing below shows the entire range of interference. 

 

 
 

Raymond Bantock’s ‘extended Welsh Empire’ 

Pen and ink drawing by Anton Bantock 2001 

 

A small construction exists between the sand closet (privy) and the east 

annexe. This was Thorn Cottage with which Raymond Bantock had nothing 

to do. His sons built it in the mid-1940s for their own use with turf from the 

dunes and wood from the beach and furnished it with reject furniture from 

the house. We used to invite our friends in. Raymond Bantock would 

never have got through the doorway. 

 

There are two signs of new interference in the 1982 photograph above. The red tiles had a history 

of woes; being brittle they easily snapped in the wind. Just before the photograph was taken the 

tiles were replaced with Penrhyn slates, causing a certain amount of local indignation on account 

of the Cottage Coch designation that Traethdy had acquired. The original red chimney stack had 

become completely waterlogged on account of the house standing empty for much of the time so 

this was rendered and painted white. The other change was the slow conversion from green to 

white paint for the windows and doors. The kitchen and bay windows are still green. 
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In 1987 the east annexe was dismantled and taken to Blaenau Ffestiniog where it began a new life 

on a turkey farm in the mountains.  One hopes the turkeys enjoyed it. This deconstruction was 

rapidly followed by removal of the concrete ‘bunker’ which had replaced the bicycle shed, the 

concrete garage and the backyard. The ground to the east of the house was levelled for a new 

garage closer to the house and a new approach to the house was made across the sandy area 

where the slide had been. 

 

All this meant some big digging with a big digger. 

 

 

 
 

 

* 
 

Raymond Bantock’s wife, Margaret, was the first to get a car to Traethdy. Initially a car could get 

only as far as the sharp left turn at the end of the long straight run after the track turns south away 

from the Golf Course. In the early 1930s Margaret Bantock took a car along the rest of the horse 

and cart track to the place where the car now goes steeply uphill and along the ridge. There the car 

would be parked. In August 1935, with her third son aged one month on the back seat, she took 

the car up the last hill over virgin sand-dune and along the ridge and thus for the first time a 

motorised vehicle could be got right up to the house. 
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There were many occasions of cars getting stuck, especially on the big hill leading out of the dip 

halfway to the gates. Passengers were expected to get out and push, often getting sprayed with 

mud from skidding wheels. In 1981 a detour was made, the dip being regularly flooded and 

impassable. 
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By 1991 only three of the original annexes remained: shanty, south annexe and Sun Hut, all three 

being visible in the photograph taken a year later. 

 

 

 
 

 

* 
 

Credit in all this interference is due to Raymond Bantock. It was his father-in-law who drew his 

attention to the existence of Traethdy in the first place and to the fact that it was for sale, but it was 

Raymond Bantock who had the vision to buy the property and with W H More’s assistance 

negotiate an early extension of the Lease and a water supply. His drive extended to buying out the 

Reids, install electricity and enlarge the Estate. Whilst one may not agree with either the taste or 

practicality of some of the innovations, at least he had the energy to do all this. 

 

What Raymond Bantock was not particularly good at was maintenance. 

Upkeep of Traethdy entails regular applications of wood preservative and paint. Traditionally this 

was undertaken by members of the family, in either forced labour gangs or as solo endeavours. 
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Cuillin Bantock painting the south gable in 1957 

 

This appears to be the only photograph which shows the outside WC, The window above the door is glazed 

with the cheap semi-frosted glass that was used for many unimportant windows after WW2. The cracks in 

the rough-cast are very noticeable; a year later the whole lot fell down. 

 

On account of the spasmodic way in which outside decorating was carried out in the 1950s and 

‘60s, it was possible to count up to six different shades of green paint on the house and annexes, 

ranging from sludge (the outside WC) to virulent turquoise (the shanty). The paint was bought in 

the village from a Mrs Parry who ran a paint store from a series of dilapidated sheds. She kept only 

small tins of everything and large drums of salignum which she liked telling us about. We never 

actually discovered what salignum was for. 

 

Through the 1970s Robin Bantock systematically painted the windows and doors a not very 

interesting shade of green with not very good quality paint from Woolworths. He did this through a 

series of Easter holidays whilst at Traethdy with his family and father. Conversion to white paint 

began in the 1980s. When this conversion began the only tool in the house was this chisel. 
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* 
 

So what next? The new garage, as visually sore an intrusion as the rough-cast must have seemed 

in the 1930s, is slowly blending in with its surroundings. It has become a multi-purpose place – as 

painting room on account of its light, music room on account of the acoustics and more recently as 

a light-trap for moths. 

 

       
Traethdy in May 2001 

 

No more interference. But perhaps an avocado Jacuzzi in the south annexe…or a schooner 

moored in the bay with a cocktail steward signalling ship-to-shore when drinks are ready…? 
 

 

Appendix I 

 

Commander Harold William George Dunn Stidston 

 

Harold Stidston was born in the 1880s and early on showed an interest in engineering. Following 

his father’s example he joined The Royal Navy in his late teens and by 1901 was an Engineer Sub 

Lieutenant. Three years later he was promoted to Lieutenant and by 1912 was an Engineer 

Lieutenant Commander, becoming Commander in 1917. He retired in 1930 and died shortly 

afterwards. 
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Stidston served on eight different ships. The first was HMS Bacchante, a Cruiser in the 

Mediterranean Fleet in 1902. He was posted to HMS Vivid as Assistant Dockyard Manager at 

Devonport in 1904. By this time he had married and his wife had given birth to a daughter who 

became tubercular. In 1905 he built Traethdy. In 1908 he was posted to HMS Antrim, a Cruiser in 

the Home Fleet and in 1911 he became Second Assistant to the Engineering Manager at Chatham 

Dockyard. Three years later he was moved to the Battleship HMS Albion at Chatham but spent the 

war years at first in New Zealand on HMS Philomel and then at Malta Dockyards as Assistant to 

the Chief Engineer. 

 

In 1920 Stidston became Engineering Officer on the  Battle Cruiser HMS Lion in the Atlantic Fleet 

but within a few months was posted to HMS President in London for a desk-job with the Naval 

Inter-Allied Commission of Control. For three years from 1921 he was Engineering Officer on HMS 

Dunedin, a Light Cruiser based at Chatham and in 1924 became Officer-in-Charge at HM 

Dockyard in Pembroke, South Wales. His last posting was in 1928, a desk-job at Fairfield  

Shipbuilders at Govan, outside Glasgow. 

 

 

Appendix II 

 

Edward Steel Harper 

 

The entry for Harper (1878-1951) in the Dictionary of Artists in Britain since 1945 reads::- 

 

Painter of landscape in oil. Born in Birmingham, son of the artist Edward Steel Harper. After 

education at King Edward VI High School, Birmingham, where his father taught at the School of 

Art, the son went on to teach at Wolverhampton Grammar School, retiring in 1942. Exhibited at 

RA, ROI and RBSA. City of Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery holds several of his landscapes. 

Signed work with monogram incorporating a harp. Lived at Harborne, Birmingham. 
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PART II 
 
 

FULL HOUSE 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Raymond Bantock family outside the verandah at Traethdy, Easter 1945 
 

Left to right: Anton, Gavin, Margaret, Lucy, Raymond, Merlin. Cuillin, Robin (photo – Nanny Slaughter) Homemade 

wartime knitwear is very much in evidence. The pram was used for shunting Lucy and Gavin (and me and Merlin when 

we could persuade Nanny to push us) to London House below Harlech Castle.  The chassis was later used by Robin to 

make a go-cart. The remains were still lying about 25 years later. The degraded state of the grass is very noticeable. 

 
 
 

In 1988 I found a dead body in my father’s bedroom. 
 
No one had been in there for some months. Raymond himself, with less than a year to live, was 

being cared for two hundred miles away and the annexe, in the last spasm of dilapidation, had 
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stood unoccupied through the winter. A thin drift of sand covered everything. The corpse was lying 

comfortably in an armchair; it seemed to have been an easy death. A few bones showed through 

the dried skin, like boulders sticking through dead bracken on a Welsh moor. 

 

1938 

 

Half a century earlier, almost to the month, the chair figured prominently in the arrangements for a 

Christening for the recent baby, Merlin, the fourth. Raymond’s first girl-friend, Pauline Taylor and 

who had refused to marry him, was to be a godmother and the service was to be conducted by her 

partner, a reverend – Uncle Joe. They had wanted to use St Tanwg’s church, in Harlech itself, for 

the service, but the local vicar had objected. Which is how Raymond’s one-year old annexe, briefly 

consecrated, came to enjoy its finest hour. Raymond’s parents were there too; Helena Bantock 

was to be godmother as well.  

 

 
 

The lower annexe set up for Merlin’s Christening 

 

The Lloyd Loom  chair is the one in which I found the dead body 50 years later. One of Raymond’s 

thermometers is just visible on the annexe wall to the left. The annexe was built 

on land not owned at that time by Raymond Bantock; one of the gates in the boundary fence can be seen in 

the background 

 

Mrs Williams, the caretaker’s wife, sat on a low deckchair on the steep sand-hill outside and 

shrieked when the chair gave way. There were other Welsh people who didn’t shriek. Inside, with 

flowers and ferns, were assembled the English godparents and the family. 
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Pauline Taylor and her partner, the Reverend,  
with Merlin after the Christening 

 

Pauline Taylor had earlier been a music student (cello) of Raymond Bantock’s father, 

Granville, the composer. She later became a well-known breeder of Palamino horses in mid-Wales. 

 

 

 

1939-1942 

 

St John Philby (Philby of Arabia) was a friend of Granville Bantock’s, and visited Traethdy with his 

family in the summer of 1939, while Granville was staying there. 
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The Philbys at Traethdy, August 1939 

Left to right: St John Philby, Granville Bantock, Diana Philby (daughter),  

Dora Philby (wife), and Pat Philby (daughter). The ladder-back chair is one of four 

that were in Traethdy when Raymond Bantock  bought the house. The round 

object on the table is a ceramic matchstriker, still in situ at Traethdy. A  

biography of Philby is given in an Appendix. 

 

I remember the Philby visit. They presented to Traethdy a huge oriental wickerwork hat which 

years later was used to block off the fireplace in the north bedroom upstairs.  

 

Shortly after this visit , at the outbreak of war, Raymond relocated his family to Traethdy. We 

stayed there for three years. 

 

In 1942, the family now increased to five boys and a girl, I had my seventh birthday there. I was 

asked who I would like to invite to my party. It was the second time I remember being asked about 

anything. The first was on my birthday the year before when I said I would “I would like to go down 

to Daddy’s annexe and cut all his trousers up.”  Mother, I think, may have been hoping to return 

various social obligations; after all, I’d been to all the other English children’s birthdays. These 

were almost universally the same, climaxing with red jelly and brown junket with hundreds and 

thousands sprinkled on top. Of course, two pieces of bread and jam had to be eaten first.  
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Anyway, I didn’t want Adrian Platt who lived at Ty Trwn, the round house to the north as he was 

even loopier than I was. I didn’t want David Woodrow who lived at Caerffynnon, the old coastguard 

lookout to the south. He’d once pinched my bottom during a handiwork class, something to do with 

magenta raffia and cardboard milk-bottle tops, at the school that mother ran in the village. Also, his 

eyes were too close together. And I didn’t want Johnnie Johnson who lived at Oversands on the 

cliff behind Traethdy; his trousers kept falling down. Apart from this there was something odd about 

the Johnson set-up. I got the feeling that the other English mothers didn’t quite approve of it. Mrs 

Johnson tried to compensate by the sheer grandeur of her spreads for Johnnie – once we had 

green jelly there as well as red. This was talked about for ages afterwards. I learnt years later than 

the Johnson marriage had broken down and that the mother had set up a separate household at 

Oversands with her son and her boy-friend. 

 

Oversands. Could a single word convey better the bland disdain by the English for the local Welsh 

scene? It could be anywhere. It doesn’t even pretend to be Welsh. 

 

I didn’t want any of these people at my party. Instead I wanted the biggest girl in the school, more 

than twice my age and who sometimes even used lipstick. She was Joyce Burkes. And I wanted 

her friend, the second biggest girl in the school, Betty Herbert. I like Joyce more than Betty. Betty 

arrived first, laughing. It was a hot sunny day. She gave me her present, wrapped in brown paper. 

Then came Joyce, also laughing, with another brown-wrapped present. Then we went in for the 

jelly and junket tea. Then I unwrapped the presents. They were identical. Huge, cardboard 1000-

piece jigsaw puzzles of a naval battle. Lots of blue and guaranteed never to be sorted out. Pieces 

were still lying about forty years later. After all, there was a war on. 

 

It is a curious fact that between 1939 and 1942, despite living at Traethdy the whole time, not a 

single one of us made friends with any Welsh children. I can’t remember talking, even once, to a 

Welsh resident of my own age. 

 

* 
The Bantock ménage in 1939 consisted of ten people – two parents, five boys and three 

domestics: Nanny Slaughter, Mrs Tyler the cook, and Beryl the maid.  
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                      Two parents and five children… 

Above: Anton, Merlin, Robin, Gavin and Cuillin 

Below left: Raymond with Merlin and Gavin, right: Mother with the five of us 
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…and three domestics 

Above left: Nanny with Gavin, right: Mrs Tyler (Tylie) with Gavin 

Below: Beryl with Cuillin 

 
 

* 
I remember the car which took those of us who’d made the journey from the Midlands by train, 

from Harlech station and over the dunes to Traethdy. The car was long, black and spooky. The 
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inside smelt strongly of the waxed linen blinds on the side and back windows. The wax was 

cracked and old and the blinds had dangling tassels in the middle. I fiddled with one a bit and the 

blind shot up with a vicious little rattle, the tassel hitting the roof inside like a pistol shot. Shortly 

after this Nanny opened the window to discharge into the night the wreckage of my most recent 

birthday present, an over-sized, much-disliked velvet Dutch doll with a stuck-on shiny paper face. I 

had more or less dismembered it on the train. 

 

And it was shortly after this that I took all my clothes off in the doorway of the chemist’s shop in 

Harlech High Street, thereby acquiring a local reputation for being half-witted. Today, of course, we 

wouldn’t use such expressions; I would be referred to as ‘partially handicapped’ or ‘mentally 

disadvantaged’ or in confidential company as ‘not quite all there’. In 1939, however, the local 

Welsh ladies merely glanced at each other, looked away and murmured “Shame about Mrs 

Bantock’s third”. 

 

 

* 
 

The American photographer Alvin Langdon Coburn and his wife Edith lived in Harlech during the 

war, each having built themselves a house at the top of St David’s Hill. Also living there were 

Stanley and Molly Groome, radio actor and pianist. I once heard them talking with Raymond in 

Harlech High Street. One of them said: “In fifty years time the Welsh language will be dead.”  At 

that time the language was in decline and Harlech society itself was far more stratified than it is 

now. The war added its own unusual layers to the social cake. 

 

Apart from the chattering English families which settled there like noisy butterflies round a sunlit 

puddle in a forest glade, ready to flit when it suited, there were nuns. 

 

Where the nuns came form I haven’t the faintest idea. Silent, unsmiling, bulky and swart, they 

strode about Harlech in pairs. Occasionally they entered shops; standing behind one was 

awesome. This seemed to be the only time they talked other than to each other. Once Merlin, aged 

about four, was seen marching down the High Street, in perfect timing behind a pair of nuns, 

calling: “Buns…Buns…”. It is possible that they were cast, adrift from a production of some Wagner 

opera in the hills, though this seems unlikely. I suppose it’s just possible they were German spies. 

Once I saw three young nuns, half-crazed with excitement, scrambling up a sand-hill near 

Traethdy. Later they paddled, holding habits in one hand and shoes and stockings in the other. 

These definitely weren’t German spies. 
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There was also a military presence, different from the nuns, good-humoured and laughing. Once 

the youngest of us, Gavin, aged about two, went missing from Traethdy. He was later found in a 

hollow in the dunes being entertained by a troop of young soldiers. This all seemed as light-

hearted as a Spitfire I once saw over Harlech doing the most marvellous aerobatics: loop-the-loop 

and nosedives. 

 

There was a more sinister undercurrent. Occasional non-stopping khaki-coloured convoys drove 

fast through the village, possibly transporting Commandos. There wasn’t a lot of traffic during the 

war years (though I do remember seeing the local bus and a military vehicle wedged together 

outside the Post Office) and I used to run out into the road when I felt like it. Apparently I was 

nearly run over by a jeep outside Crown Lodge.  

 

 

 
 

 

Shortly after we went to live at Traethdy a series of wooden huts was built by the track below the 

College. The huts were used to house interns and refugees. We used to see these though we 

never talked. One of them acquired both motorbike and girl-friend  but fatally misjudged a corner 

on St David’s Hill. I remember seeing a bunch of flowers on the rock for months afterwards.  

Apart from nuns, soldiers and war-time English migrants, there was a golfing community and the 

relics of a pre-war Edwardian society. These two together generated some memorable characters. 
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Muriel Segar-Pugh.  

Pencil drawing by Cuillin Bantock 2016 

 

It is impossible to think of Harlech in the 1940s without the image of Muriel Segar-Pugh appearing. 

Aunty Moody to her two nieces, Anne and Jane Prosser and there for the golf, she had a sleek flat 

above a shop in the High Street. There had once been a husband who was said to have enjoyed 

bad health, but we never knew him. The thing about the widow was the toute-ensemble, voice 

included. As far as she was concerned, the war just wasn’t. Working upwards, brogues gave way 

to crocheted stockings of complex design, in some light-coloured thread. Suits were tweedy and 

London. She nearly always wore a felt beret-like hat pinned with a pheasant-feathered silver 

brooch to the side of her shingled hair. Small of stature, she had quite the widest mouth and most 

prehensile lips possible in such a small person. The voice was a drawl, also tweedy and London, 

raddled with cigarettes and desiccated to the point of incomprehension. It came out sideways, 

because of the lips, on the same side as the hat. We used to meet her on ‘the links’, but it was 

when she came to tea that the fun really started. Not so much only for the talcum-powdered drawl: 

“Ahntongg musht come over and shee Jhayne shumtime”, but because Nanny found her as funny 

as we did. But while we barely tried not to laugh, Nanny did, felt she had to, while trying to quash 

us at the same time.  It wasn’t so much what she said, but how; regarding Ahntongg and Jhayne, 

however, I think she was hoping that one day the two would marry. She musht have thought we 

were a ‘good family’ or shumthing. There’s no accounting for tastes. 

 

It was Gavin who later pointed out the curious ability Mrs Segar-Pugh had for inhaling cigarette 

smoke as per usual and then exhaling it via the nostrils as two greenish columns which then went 

back between the lips. A double take. He and I, it was his idea, once went to see her in special 

hopes of re-witnessing this phenomenon. On account of our taking with us a wet six-months old 

Scottie dog, Nap, which suffered uncontrollable flatulence just then, she put on a prize 

performance. As good as the dog’s. 
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Another character, of much longer residence than Muriel Segar-Pugh, was old Amy Graves, 

mother of the poet, whom we never met and of Clarissa, whom we did. Mrs Graves had built Erinfa 

in the 1890s and we used to see her progress slowly down the street, like a black galleon more or 

less on course. Actually I lie, I can’t remember ever seeing her walk anywhere , but each time we 

saw her she was in a different place. Perhaps an obliging local lifted her about like a mighty chess 

piece. Once Raymond met her at the top of what we still call ‘the Bluebell Path’, quite the wrong 

end of Harlech from where she lived: “Good morning Mrs Graves. How nice to see you.”  An 

unusually conventional statement for Raymond.   All she said was: “Is it? Why?”  I think Amy 

Graves was another for whom the war was an impertinence. Members of her own family had 

fought on opposite sides in the Great War. 

 

 
 

Amy Graves in the rain 

Conté drawing by Cuillin Bantock 2002 

Mother’s family, the Mores, was brought up in Harlech, first at Noddfa and then at Crown Lodge. 

The father, W H More, helped put Harlech ‘on the map’ by establishing the Golf Club in the 1890s. 

Most of the membership was English. Naturally the More sons and daughters came back to 

Harlech from time to time and Connie Lyne, mother’s oldest sister, old enough almost to be her 

mother, lived during the war in a modest little house in the main street and which is now part of 

Murphy’s paper shop. It had a small front garden. Like Mrs Segar-Pugh and Amy Graves, our aunt 

Connie projected a demeanour totally at odds with the times. With her it was a personal style of 
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Edwardian stateliness and condescension with which I, aged about six, simply could not cope. I 

think we must have irritated each other. My parents and Nanny Slaughter were in awe of Connie. 

Once Nanny and I visited her with Merlin, perhaps in 1941. I heard Nanny saying: “Yes, Mrs Lyne” 

and “Of course, Mrs Lyne”. Agreeing with everything. Connie had given us two boys a tin of 

biscuits to keep us quiet; we were allowed to select one each. I chose a cream cracker; I’d never 

seen one before and Connie ticked me off roundly for choosing such a dry thing: “You silly boy – I 

suppose you wanted that one because it was the biggest.” Well I hadn’t and I rather resented it. I 

got my own back ten years later. She’d come to stay with us in the Midlands for the production of 

mother’s opera The Mermaid. I was having supper with Raymond, Connie and the composer. The 

conversation became political. Connie faced me across the table and said: “And I suppose you 

don’t even know who Asquith was.”  As it happened, I did, having just finished a biography of 

Bernard Shaw. So I told her, quite simply and very politely. Mother and Raymond were delighted at 

what they called ‘the rout of Connie’. Having said that, one couldn’t help liking Connie’s laugh, a 

great human guffaw which cut through all the snobbery and crip-crap. Anton and my cousin Jackie 

More  always spoke warmly of her, and I wish I’d known her better. 

 

* 
 

For ten people, Traethdy in 1939 was an over-crowded place. The autumn after we moved there 

Raymond had the shanty built as a playroom for the children, being the second in the serial 

accretion of huts round the house itself. Mr Williams, the caretaker, did it single-handed. Later a 

continuous table was built round inside on which we ran our Hornby trains. These mostly fell over 

and off at the point where the track was on a drawbridge by the door. Robin was good at trains, 

had a wonderful repertoire of appropriate noises. I was better at little plasticine people for the trains 

to run over. 

 

Early in 1940 Raymond added the south annexe for mother. Previously she had often slept in a 

tent camouflaged with stripes of green paint. 

 

But still there wasn’t enough room. Traethdy was still an over-full house, a place more to be out of 

than in. Which is why I can hardly remember Mrs Tyler and Beryl. In any case. Neither lasted very 

long. Beryl was accident-prone. One day she dropped a glass bottle of disinfectant and knocked a 

hole through the lavatory bowl so I couldn’t use it. I’d just graduated from tin pot to bog and was 

cross at demotion, if that’s the word, back to pot. Another accident was on the rock-hard beach, 

frozen solid in the severe winter of 1940-’41.  It really was memorably cold; the waterfall near the 

Coburn’s houses froze solid and there were sheets of ice in the sea which lifted strangely when a 

wave broke. One night this winter Raymond was nearly run down by a snow plough. The rock 
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pools at the edge of the beach below the house froze solid. Beryl took us for a walk, wearing 

rubber boots the same colour as the disinfectant. She slipped and laughed and laughed and 

slipped all over the place. A few months later she left for good. She asked or was asked to go. I 

was told years later that she’d ‘messed about’ with the soldiers, so maybe there was another kind 

of accident. Whilst she lived at Traethdy she shared the south bedroom with Nanny and we never 

went in there. 

 

Mrs Tyler, being the oldest and tiniest adult, had been given the tiny room upstairs on her own and 

we never went in there either. Once I met her at the top of the stairs just as she was coming out. 

She quietly went back in again and closed the door.  Otherwise I remember her only as standing in 

a gloomy corner of the kitchen scraping something at the sink. 

 

Mrs Tyler was getting older. And colder. It was felt that the rigours of another winter like the ’40-’41 

one, plus the war and the Bantocks, would be too much for her. She was remote from her family in 

Alvechurch near Barnt Green. Once, when mother and Raymond were discussing emigrating to 

Canada and ‘starting again’, Mrs Tyler was heard to say: “If they go, I go too.” It seems she didn’t 

really want to leave. However, her niece Kathleen was contacted and it was arranged that she 

would come and collect her aunt by car. One morning, a day or two later, Nanny found Tylie dead 

in bed. 

 

Raymond was in the Midlands. Mother and Nanny laid the old lady out. A driving mist, following the 

freezing winter, hid the house from the comings and goings of doctor and undertaker. Somehow 

Nanny kept the rampaging five of us out of the way somewhere. At a time when it was difficult to 

get hold of a car at short notice, the only thing Kathleen could hire was in fact a hearse. She 

arrived to find her aunt ready packed. Meanwhile mother had shepherded the rest of us out of the 

way to the south annexe: “It’s an extra birthday treat for Anton”, she said. I knew at the time there 

was something phoney about all this; Anton had had his treat already, and I didn’t see why he 

should have another. 

 

The mind does rather boggle. At that time the door to the tiny room hinged on the left as you enter 

and the bed ran along the room rather than across. It was impossible to open the door more than 

90 degrees. Opposite the door was a rather large chest of drawers so that getting into the room 

was a two-stage operation, involving closing the door when you were half in. It would have been 

impossible for Mrs Tyler to have made her final exit in a respectfully horizontal position unless all 

the furniture was taken out first. And the image of a young woman driving a hearse over the track, 

far more primitive than it is now, in a thick soaking mist, with an occupied coffin in the back, is 

seriously noir. I wonder who did the gates. 
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And not a single one of us ever asked where the cook was. So stratified was the domestic theatre, 

she left the stage un-noticed. 

 

Trains were more frequent, longer and heavier than they are now. Everything shook when they 

passed. Pots and pans sometimes fell off the wall in the kitchen. Anton, by far the spikily wittiest of 

the lot of us, once commented that he once went in there and found a pile of saucepans on the 

floor with Mrs Tyler’s foot sticking out from under. This has to be apocryphal but somehow the 

image endures. 

 

 

 
Pen and ink drawing by Anton Bantock 2001 

The kitchen was out of bounds unless in transit to the terrible lavatory. Once I ran in and saw two 

cast-iron irons on the fierce little range. I’d never seen such things before and grabbed hold of one, 

getting badly burned but no sympathy: “Boys aren’t meant to come into the kitchen” said Nanny 

with almost divine authority. 

 

 

* 
 

So mostly we outed into the dunes or on to the beach. 
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The view of Harlech Morfa from just outside the front door of Traethdy 

Photo: Cuillin Bantock 1957 

 

 

The beach became our natural home. 
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Incoming tide, Harlech Beach 

Photo: Cuillin Bantock 1957 

 

We were amazed when a woman who ran a shoe-shop in Harlech, Clogwyn, now ‘In Stitches’, told 

us that she’d lived in Harlech for fifteen years and never been down there. I suppose we were yet 

to learn that the North Welsh are hill people. 

 

The beach wasn’t always a pleasant place to be. The sand stung on the skin in the wind. 

 

 
Harlech Beach in a strong wind 

Photo: Cuillin Bantock 2008 
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One Easter, perhaps in 1940, the three oldest of us were given big wooden hoops as Easter 

presents. We raced down to the beach to try them out. Robin arrived first and set his hoop running. 

Then Anton did his. I arrived last and did the same.  

 

Unfortunately there was a strong easterly at the time, the sea was wicked and flat. All three hoops 

went straight into the sea. I remember the three of us crying on the edge looking at the hoops 

drifting away, Robin’s the furthest out and mine only a few feet away. I admit it now, even then I 

thought it was quite funny in some way. It was something to do with the almost classical simplicity 

of the scene: the flat sea, the flat beach, the three perfect circles defining a straight but oblique line 

with the shore, the three boys standing in a row, the tallest in line with furthest hoop.  Plus the fact 

that we were almost identically dressed in overalls. These had rather nice rubber buttons which 

slipped through metal loops on shoulder straps. Anton’s hoop, the green one, was later recovered, 

slightly warped. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Overalls with rather nice rubber buttons 1940 

Left to right: Robin, Anton Cuillin 
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The little ones 

 :Left to right: Merlin and Gavin 

 

Merlin and Gavin weren’t given hoops. In some way they were always thought of as ‘the little ones’. 

Merlin, however, was a distinctly ‘separate’ person, even when very young. It was he who made 

me listen to Nanny Slaughter on the telephone to London House, putting through food orders for 

the family. London House, at that time the only shop in Lower Harlech, was manned then and was 

so for the next 55 years, by two sisters, Annie and Mary, the younger two of an original trio. The 

oldest sister had married but died of TB. The widower then married Mary but died in the same way. 

There were no children of either marriage about which Annie Jones, the youngest, who never 

married, was pleased: “We didn’t want anything like that”, she once said to mother. 

 

In the early 1940s Annie and Mary must have been quite young women, but for me they’ve always 

been as ageless as mice. London House was a grocer’s plus a sub-Post Office. They shared 

dealing with the groceries, but Mary dispensed the sweets from big glass jars and Annie did the 

Post Office from behind a grille partitioned off on the magnificent mahogany counter. Annie had a 

special expression, careful and serious, when she used her rubber stamps. 

 

It was the way Nanny used to say “Thank you” on the phone which turned Merlin on. Nanny used 

to kneel on a big wickerwork chair by the telephone at Traethdy, with her back to the room. 

“Custard Powder? Thank you”. 

“And have you cod liver oil? Thank you”. 
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With each “Thank you” Merlin would open his eyes very wide and mouth the words, likewise. What 

he was picking up, of course, were the social nuances between the family Nanny, an employee 

with an in-built sense of superiority over a mere shop-keeper. Just as Connie unbent to Nanny, so 

did Nanny to Annie.: the British class system at full strength. 

 

London House has always seemed as ageless as its two proprietors. For the last 25 years of its life 

as a shop there was a row of Phensic cartons on the top shelf of the side window, Whatever colour 

they were originally, they slowly bleached to a rather unpleasant pale acid blue, destined 

presumably to end up celestial white. Annie Jones died last year and the shop, like so many in 

Harlech, stands empty. 

 

 

 
 

 
The front of London House in 2001 

 

* 
 

Many of the shops in Harlech then had big mahogany counters. Grandest of all was the one at the 

Plas Stores bearing ceiling-high pyramids of gastronomic exotica. These defined spaces through 

which transactions would be conducted with the pop-eyed proprietor. Little impulse-purchases 

must have found their way into many a shopping bag: gingers in syrup, trotters in aspic, rare 

mustards. A memorable visit was made by Raymond as late as Christmas 1966. He seemed to be 
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buying up the whole shop. The proprietor was all “Yes, Mr Bantock”, and hand-wiping servility, 

eyes bulging out so far they almost joined the growing mass of merchandise. Raymond’s visit was 

climactic. The shop was dismantled a few months later and re-opened as a strip-lit Spar – a clinical 

box of a place. Rare mustards were still lying about at Traethdy in the 1980s. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Spar in 2001 

 

The Hovis advertisement is the only detail which has survived from the original Plas Stores. Perhaps it is just 

as well that the original emporium was reconstituted as a concrete box. I heard only recently from the 

present proprietor about the state it was in when he took over. There is an underground stream which arises 

in Bron y Graig. It runs under the churchyard, under Spar and further on can be seen through a grille on the 

Castle Hill. It emerges near a waterfall in the back garden of Moranedd on the bottom road near Noddfa and 

finally out to sea across the Golf Course. This stream used to swarm with rats. It may still. They were 

discovered to have eaten their way upwards into the old Plas Stores through the wooden floor and to have 

gnawed away the mahogany counter from below, presumably after the same things as Raymond. The 

concrete floor of the present establishment is considered rat-proof. 

 

 

* 
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Equal in mahogany grandeur was the Chemist’s empire. It was originally The Medical Hall, but in 

the 1940s was  David Richards Chemist Limited, Registered Office. Inside it was as comforting as 

a well-preserved church. There is a particularly satisfying swish when a well-made mahogany door 

is opened and the cupboards there were like that. They had rows of dark blue poison bottles 

marked in gold letters, and discreet cardboard phials. The windows displayed huge bottles of 

coloured fluid. Now the shelves are crowded with aids to female beauty and the cardboard 

advertisements are fading to extinction down the same road as the Phensic at London House.  

 

 

 

 
 

The Chemist’s (at one time called The Medical Hall) in 2001 
All that remains of the original lettering is TD of Limited 
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Fading to extinction 

 

Yet the atmosphere persists. The lady’s tea-chair that was there when I stripped off in 1939 has 

survived, as has the highly polished brass plaque outside. So redolent of the past is it in there that 

I’m sometimes tempted to tell everyone in the shop about 1939, perhaps even give a repeat 

performance.  There is room outside for a blue plaque as well, should this be required.  
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Altogether more Spartan was Harlech Post Office, still with mahogany but a far cry from Annie’s 

little nest at London House. Two ladies officiated behind wire; one of them, a Mrs Griffiths, ran the 

local telephone exchange. Manually. Cabled pegs had to be inserted into holes to connect one 

household to another. Mrs Griffiths was a stern-looking woman but she sometimes let us play with 

the equipment. She herself used to listen-in to Harlech conversations; once she interrupted mother 

who was having a train-time conversation, to tell her that the 3.40 from Barmouth had now been 

cancelled. 

 

Mrs Griffiths liked Robin. She liked the rest of us rather less, especially when we climbed into the 

cupboard into which mail was posted from the street outside. 

 

Just as the Plas Stores and the Chemist’s were intended to impress, the Post Office was strictly 

functional. Neither impressive nor functional was ‘Gladice – late of John Barker’. Gladice, 

apparently pronounced to rhyme with geese, was a Lady’s Outfitters. Gladice herself, late of John 

Barker, was like a vertical porpoise that had been poured into tight-fitting knitwear which may once 

have been fashionable. A little bit of the porpoise had leaked out at the bottom; her feet were like 

little black flippers. Her shop was always deserted and she never had anything that anyone could 

ever possibly want. Once, years after the war, I went in there to see if what mother said actually 

true. It was. She didn’t even have a reel of white cotton. In the spring of 1948, when Princess 

Elizabeth and her new husband visited Harlech, bunting had been stretched across the road the 

whole length of the village. Just before the royal cavalcade arrived an unofficial and not very big 

pantechnicon drove through. For some reason Gladice’s bunting was a trifle lower than everyone 

else’s and was neatly extinguished. Poor Gladice.  

 

Poor Gladice, late of Harlech, disappeared about twenty years ago, about the same time as the 

1920s model in the window of Shop Johnny Morris, now standing empty. I think it was Anton who 

drew my attention to the model, a most gruesome object supposed to attract favourable attention 

to rather greyish clothes displayed on coat hangers. It looked as if it had never been new; it must 

have been the most unenjoyed thing in Harlech. Even the locals laughed about it and still do when 

you remind them. In the late ‘40s the model must have been in a brawl or something as she 

developed a bashed-in nose and white showed on a shoulder where she’s been scarred. The eyes 

were already smudged and black. 

 

. 

A good bit lower down the scale than Shop Johnny Morris was a little slit of a place, now Arvonia 

Dairy 
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Mrs Rice’s Greengrocery, a box outside but a slit inside  

 

In the1940s the shop was a greengrocer’s run by the original Incredible Hulk. Vegetables were 

always terrible in Harlech but those in Mrs Rice’s shop were an insult to the plant kingdom. They 

may have been rejects or gleanings from other shops. It was Gavin who pointed out that Mrs Rice 

wore mainly cardigans, each with holes but with the holes never coinciding between layers. These 

also may have been rejects from elsewhere. We called her Mrs Fat Lady. 

 

One day in the 1940s there was an onion crisis at Traethdy. Raymond rang Mrs Rice. We heard 

him say: “Is that Mrs Fat Lady? Is it the fat lady?” I think he got his onions all the same. 

 

And at the absolute bottom of the scale was the fish shop, a wooden shack of a place long since 

gone. Everything in there was cold, wet, slippery and cut. Also it stank. There was no doubt about 

it. And the worst smell of all was of smoked haddock. This persisted through transport back to 

Traethdy, through whatever Mrs Tyler achieved in the kitchen, usually haddock and potato pie, 

through its arrival at lunch on a trolley, through serving and eating. It used to make me gag but 

Nanny was there to make sure pie went where it was meant to go. Just once, there was a fleeting 

moment of bliss when I found a melting nugget of butter in my pie-portion.  

 

I think that the real trouble was that the fish was half rotten when it arrived in the shop in the first 

place. 
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I suppose we were rather cruel. Lucy, our only sister, born in 1942, used to be made to wear hand-

knitted woollen knickers. As a little girl she some times wet them and we used to call her ‘Haddock 

Pants’.  Lucy once told me that wearing these undergarments was her worst memory of childhood. 

 

I mentioned the lavatory at Traethdy was being terrible. It was. I am now going to describe it. If you 

don’t want to know what the first water-closet at Traethdy used to be like, feel free to by-pass the 

next paragraph. 

 

It was at the end of a narrow corridor which had originally run from the kitchen to a side-door in the 

south wall. This door was closed-off when mains water was installed in 1932.  The only natural 

lighting in there was a small square window above the level of the original door. This was 

supposed to open but never did. Nor did it close properly. Below the window the outline of the 

original doorway could be seen through bulging cardboard nailed to the frame. The ceiling was 

high and may once have been white. The two side walls were the vertical interlocking boards like 

the rest of the house, but here the top half was painted yellow and the bottom fruitcake brown. 

There was a door. It was just far enough away so that it could be opened without hitting the bowl. It 

also was brown and had a densely frosted small glass window which let some light through to the 

next space which opened through a second brown door to the kitchen. Between these doors was 

where I sat on the pot. The floor was partly rotten, especially behind the bowl. Once a rat came out 

from down there and ran across the kitchen floor when Beryl was installed with the doors not quite 

closed.  

 

The floor was partly covered with linoleum with an Art Deco design in fetid terra-cottas and ochres. 

It smelt, especially when you lifted a bit up. There were so many layers of paint on the woodwork 

each applied optimistically over the craters, cracks and pustules of the one beneath, the surface 

was both lunar and eczematous. On one side wall was a small shelf, not quite straight, rather high 

up, brown, held in place by a single bracket with the screws not quite home. On it stood a bottle, 

ready for Beryl. On the other side was the tank, a terrific cast-iron contraption, high up, with the 

maker’s name embossed on the side. A Merseyside Firm. There was a long dangling chain with a 

naked metal handle which knocked a bit more paint off the wall each time it was pulled. The flush 

was excellent, like a whale gargling. Once it went wrong and a man came to replace something 

inside which looked like a giant’s gall-bladder. Sorry to go on so. Toilet paper was available, thin 

shiny stuff as hard as tracing paper. What made the place unpleasant was the hanging drops. I 

have no idea how these appeared, the colour of dilute iodine, on the ends and edges of everything, 

on the window latch, along the shelf and the underside of the tank. People used to touch them and 

smear their fingers on the walls. The bowl was fine, until Beryl dropped her bottle; it had cracked 

internal glazing making a web of maroon lines like the slightly thrombosed complexion  of someone 

on a bus on a hot day soon to have a fatal heart attack.  
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I could describe the original bathroom but I won’t, beyond mentioning that mother once found a rat 

swimming in the bath. 

 

* 
 

Some things in the kitchen were in fact quite appealing, unlike everything about the lavatory. There 

was and still is a circular breadboard scored with decades of knife marks, a monument to a family 

production-line of toast and sandwiches. 

 

 

 
 

There was a black tin tea-caddy, weary with handling, but somehow as warm-hearted as the 

breadboard: likewise the sagging little armchair with wooden bones showing through the decayed 

brocade on the arms. I suppose Mrs Tyler used to sit in it and have her tea at the little rickety card 

table. The only tea-cosy I remember was a coarse knitted job, rigid with dried tannin. The china 

teapot had a rude rubber spout. 

The other two teapots were made of tin. There was a rather nice rolling-pin used for the pastry 

when we had rabbit pie. Mr Williams, the caretaker, snared the rabbits; Nanny rolled the pastry. 

There were small, sharp bones in these pies. One day the rolling-pin somehow got charred and 

then wasn’t so comforting. Owing to woodworm the central spindle snapped in the 1970s and the 

whole thing was thrown away. It shared a certain character with the roller on the wall near the sink. 

About the towel on the roller the less said the better. 
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Traethdy crockery 

 

The ironstone plate is all that remains of a service (c. 1910) that was probably 

In the house when Raymond bought it in 1931. During haddock-pie we used 

to count the chevrons round the edge. It never mattered that we got a  

different number each time; the effort helped to forget the taste. 

 

There was a small collection of Clarice Cliff china with this pattern: ‘Bizarre’ 1930,  

probably a wedding present to Raymond and Margaret Bantock. Most of the china was the ‘Royal Ivory’ 

series made by John Maddocks & Sons, mid 1930s. The gravy boat is all 

that remains of the set. 

 

 

But the best thing about the kitchen was the pantry, now part of the bathroom. Even at the height 

of summer when the kitchen swarmed with houseflies and Nanny put up an awning outside the 

window, the pantry was still cool and coolest of all in there was the enamelled bread-bin. This 
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smelt good inside. Jugs of milk were covered with muslin squares with weighted beads in the 

corners and wire domes put over the meat. The domes were not wholly successful; once I found 

Nanny washing tiny maggots and blowfly eggs from some ham which we then had for a salad 

lunch. If maggots could eat it, so could we. 

 

In the late 1950s, when mother’s domestic interests had shifted elsewhere and Raymond started to 

bring his mother and London friends to Traethdy, a refrigerator appeared. Unfortunately it wasn’t 

big enough to contain the piece de resistance for which the orgy at the Plas Stores in 1966 had 

been the reason. This was a double-stuffed turkey from Harrods, tightly enclosed in polythene. 

Raymond brought it in a zip bag on the train. The turkey was put on the big plate from which we 

had once had haddock-pie.  A double-stuffed turkey is a deboned turkey into which has been 

stuffed another such one. This glistening monster languished for several days in the pantry. The 

moment came. In went the knife. The turkeys seemed to taste all right. It was only afterwards that 

we discovered a thick pelt of green fungus on the underside of the outer carcase. We all survived, 

even the dog. Yet it was this turkey and the fact that after eating it we had to put drops in one of 

Raymond’s ears for some reason and he only narrowly avoided putting his head down on a thick 

double-splurge of dog-vomit on the already nasty sofa, which put me off revisiting Traethdy for 12 

years. 

 

Beyond all this the kitchen was a banging, dysfunctional sort of place. Four of its five doors rattled 

in a different way. The backdoor was the worst. It had cast-iron knobs on a spindle so worn 

through a lock so rusted that it sometimes smashed open in the wind, the nearby pantry door, with 

neither knobs nor lock, opening in silent concord. 
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Raymond Bantock on Christmas Day at Traethdy 1961 

listening to some big Wagner after having eaten something big from the Plas Stores 

Pencil drawing by Cuillin Bantock 

 

 

In the alcove near the window was a massive china sink, like a Roman coffin, the kind you still 

sometimes see in the corners of fields for cows to use. This is where I saw Mrs Tyler standing 

scraping something, waiting for the pots and pans and a long spoon to do their thing when a train 

went past. Next to the pots and pans and a long spoon was a slimy wooden plate rack and below 

this, at right angles to each in the corner, were two bald sheets of metal sporting an unconvincing 

pattern of tiles. These partially hid two more with a different design hiding yet two more, all to do 

with protecting the wall from washing up water. They may have done, buit water still slid down 

behind the sink and rotted the floor so that Beryl’s rat could get out. The two taps were only just 

secured to the wall; the hot tap used to get very excited when there was an airlock in the pipes.     

 

The cast-iron range was as fierce and functional as the cistern in the lavatory. It had to be lit every 

morning with coal which was often wet, but glowed mauvely when it was going well. It heated the 

water and cooked the haddock. 
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On the floor was some linoleum, the same as in the lavatory space. Not good. I remember it being 

laid. There wasn’t enough to go properly into the pantry or backroom so that later the curled up 

edges used to catch the bottoms of the doors until eventually they got torn back in someone’s 

sudden exasperation. Apart from the pulleys, the ceiling furniture was equally crude. The pulleys 

were lovely; I’ve still got them, but what they supported wasn’t: a basic, wooden nearly rectangular 

frame with rope through the pulleys. It hung with sheets and nappies, all nearly white, when it was 

raining. Next to it was the electric light bulb, pendulous below a circular glass shade which served 

only as a crematorium for houseflies. The grease on the upper surface was trail-blazed with shed 

wings and ripped-off legs: the residue of desperate and tiny struggles in other lives. 

 

The deal table was a fine piece of furniture, especially so when freshly scrubbed. It was irrevocably 

ruined when formica was glued to the surface in the late 1950s.  

 

It is sometimes held that the heart of a house is the kitchen, wherein is revealed the character of a 

household. If this is true of the Bantock ménage at Traethdy in the 1940s, we were a contradictory, 

not very practical, disjunct, carelessly rough-and-ready lot.  

 

The way that Mrs Tyler and later Nanny and mother between them, managed to produce three 

meals a day for five children for the first three years of the war deserves a monument. ‘Force’ or 

Shredded Wheat for breakfast, porridge in the winter, followed by toast which was often rather 

burnt – we mostly woke to the smell of burnt toast drifting up the stairs from the kitchen range. 

Later a horrid little second-hand electric cooker added its own woes and grease to the cuisine. At 

Easter Nanny used to paint boiled eggs with watercolours. Yet I was always hungry and never 

minded being called ‘The Human Dustbin’ when I got down under the table to eat the crumbs off 

the carpet. To keep rickets and scurvy at bay we had to eat something called ‘Cow and Gate’ 

which came in big red tins and swallow large spoonfuls of liquid malt. This was disgusting, as bad 

as the haddock. Later, concentrated orange juice appeared and this wasn’t very nice either. 

 

Nor was the mechanical potato peeler. It was very Raymond. Bought in 1951 when Nanny 

Slaughter finally decided she’d had enough of us and left, it was intended as a replacement for her, 

and before her, Mrs Tyler’s manual activities at the sink. It consisted of a squat green metal drum 

with a handle in the lid. This turned a cylinder inside with a fiercely toothed lining, revolving with a 

deep rumble like a train passing.  

There was a short hose. This connected the cold tap to a nozzle on the outside, near the top. At 

the bottom there was a second hose, stiff and black, from which emerged a thick sludge, like 

borstch, only brown. 
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“They’re not done”, cried Raymond, the first time it was used. Turns were taken to turn the handle 

further. Local potatoes, scabbed and deeply explored by various underground grubs, though 

initially quite big, ended up as fluffy, perfectly white spheres, not much bigger than lentils. The thing 

was hell to clean, impossible to dry and soon rusted up.  

 

 

* 
 

One spring morning in 1941 I looked round the door into the Traethdy living room. There were five 

or six little boys in there, sitting at tables, Robin and Anton amongst them. It was very serious. I 

asked what they were doing and was told: “They were having lessons and mustn’t be disturbed.” 

Mother had started her first school. 

 

Word got round amongst the other English mothers and soon the school expanded, became co-ed 

and moved down the hill to Raymond’s annexe. I should have kept my trap shut but I registered a 

definite sense of exclusion from these rites. Mother quickly provided pencils and paper and I was 

put by myself at a trestle table outside the bay window. I expect I did some scribbling. Then mother 

must have thought some more and soon I was trudging daily up the zig-zag to Llain y Grug beyond 

the road at the top. I remember being taught to cross the road properly for the first time. 

 

At Llain y Grug were living the Hawker family, also form the Midlands. Sunbeam and Aubrey. 

Aubrey managed a light engineering factory in Wolverhampton; he had a machine which could 

make a hundred screws a minute. Daniel and Sally were the children; Sally was about my age. 

Sally and I learnt to read together, taught by Sunbeam.  Sunbeam smiled a lot but I didn’t think 

much of the book we had to learn from. It was a kind of primitive precursor to the ‘Janet and John’ 

books. It had a shiny waxed cover covered with an orange design. On page one there was a 

picture of a ball, also orange. Underneath was written: ‘This is the ball.’ On page two there was an 

orange girl: ‘This is Ruth’. On page three Ruth was holding the ball: ‘Ruth has the ball’.  On page 

four was a black dog: ‘This is Rover’.  Then ‘Rover has the ball’. I can’t remember what came next 

but Anton, years later, offered: ‘Rover has Ruth’ for page six. I came to loathe Ruth and Rover. 

 

One day Sunbeam invited me to choose some flowers to take down to Traethdy for mother. I 

pointed to the only thing with any colour, a group of valerians and said: “Can I have those?” Not 

smiling quite so much, Sunbeam said she didn’t think so. 

 

 

* 
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And then suddenly the whole thing collapsed. Hitler threatened to invade through Ireland. Most of 

the Midlands families disappeared overnight. Raymond developed a dark blue Home Guard 

uniform. Mother’s school folded and Nanny unfolded large sheets of brown paper and pinned them 

over the top row of windows in the living room. Then she painted them black, out of a pot that 

seemed to have treacle in it. The drawing pins were still there in the 1980s. A three-dimensional 

barbed-wire fence  was erected along the entire length of the upper shoreline below the sand-hills, 

over three miles of it and concrete pill-boxes appeared at half-mile intervals.  

 

These smelt inside. Less impressive were the poles inserted all over the beach, hundreds of them. 

The first lot all washed out with the tide and had to be redone. Later the tops were connected with 

wire. 

 

All this may gave deterred the German planes from landing but it certainly didn’t stop 

the Bantocks from carrying on as usual. Mother snipped back a few strands of barbed wire so we 

still had access to the beach. Later, when it was all over, the poles were cut off; the barnacle-

covered stumps were horrid things to meet under water. 

 

It must have been then, for a term or two, that Robin, Anton and I were sent to the local Village 

School, Robin and Anton to the Senior bit, me to the Juniors. I can’t say it was a shock to the 

system but it was certainly a far cry from cosy sessions with Sally and Sunbeam, Ruth and Rover. I 

don’t think I spoke to a single person in the whole school. I certainly didn’t make any friends, or 

even enemies, that I am aware of. 

 

Before we were launched on this new departure, we were given a private lesson on the use of a 

certain type of prophylactic rubber-ware, how it fitted on and when to use it. Each day we carried a 

little pack with the equipment. Years later I found a cache in the garage at the home in the 

Midlands, a congealed mass of distorted rubber. Gas-masks are ugly things. 

 

I leant five things at Harlech Village School. One was how to sharpen a pencil in a wall-mounted 

pencil-sharpener. The others were that I learnt to count to four in Welsh. I’ve never had any feel at 

all for languages, made worse, then, by my having been given the complete works of Beatrix Potter 

in Welsh, by a well-meaning visitor. I found the pictures frightening – something about a live animal 

being rolled in pastry and that huge pike’s head just below a dangling frog’s foot. I simply couldn’t 

cope with Welsh on top of that. I tore the books up. But I can still count to four. 

 

Something else happened at the Village School. I shared a desk with a little Welsh boy whose 

name I never knew. One day he nudged me in the ribs and made me look; he was exposing 
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himself below the belt. Small but perfectly formed. I smiled weakly and looked away. Perhaps I 

should have offered him my gas-mask. 

 

I didn’t enjoy ‘Break’ at this school. Everyone charged about knowing each other and kicking 

things. Hand-bells were used to terminate this activity. Once there was a Fire Practice which meant 

we all ended up form by form in the road outside. Then a bell rang and we all went back in. 

Naturally I went into the wrong playground, with Robin and Anton. I might have been on the moon 

for all I knew about what was going on. Shame about Mrs Bantock’s third. 

 

The bells survived longer than the school. The school closed in the 1970s; the bells, acquired in 

the auction, now sit on the counters in the butcher’s shop and adjoining café. I wonder who got my 

desk. 

 

 

* 
 

As suddenly as it had arrived, the crisis receded. A map of Japan and China appeared on the living 

room wall at Traethdy and Sunbeam’s sister, a Mrs Humpherson, used to come and stick flags in 

it. Churchill’s voice used to boom out of the funny little Morphy-Richards Art Deco wireless-set with 

a rising sun on the front. As with Mrs Segar-Pugh, the voice was more memorable than the words. 

This was the only time at Traethdy when the family was totally silent. 

 

I never hard them myself but German bombers flew along the Lleyn to and from Merseyside. Once 

a Dornier crashed in the mountains and we were taken to see it. The pilot, aged 17, had baled out. 

The wreckage was cordoned off with a policeman in charge. Mother asked if she could have a bit 

of it and the policeman went up and just tore off a bit of fuselage which seemed to be made of 

cardboard and metallic paint.  It joined Raymond’s Home Guard outfit in the cupboard at Traethdy.  

Nanny said it was dirty and might have germs; it took me ages to separate the idea of germs (dirty) 

from Germans (bad). 
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The oak corner cupboard at Traethdy 

 This was originally at Crown Lodge, Margaret Bantock’s childhood home. 

 

The top half has two shelves. On the top shelf was kept Raymond’s Home Guard uniform, a small piece of 

World War I zeppelin and a larger piece of the Dornier bomber which crashed 

in the mountains in about 1941. On the second shelf was kept a bottle of sherry to keep 

Mr Williams sweet, Nanny Slaughter’s collection of cereals, her bottle of liquid malt and the 

tins of ‘Cow & Gate’. Bandages, plasters and Tincture of Clove Oil for toothache were  

kept on this shelf. Below were jams, whence escaped the gollies in the 1950s. 

 

In the lower half there were tins of food, often a peculiar shape having been bought 

from bomb-damaged shops in London. On a hot day in the summer of 1941 there was just one tin left, 

unlabelled. It turned out to be a Christmas pudding. In 1980 I found Robin’s Receptacle in there. 

 

Pearl Harbour meant nothing to me. One day at the end of 1941 I came home with a pencil I’d 

bought from the paper-shop and Nanny promptly took it away. It had ‘Made in Japan’ down the 

side. In English. I was allowed to keep the pencil after some unheard discussion. 

 

Mother revived her school. In full strength, as English families flitted back to Wales out of danger. 

Years later I was rather disappointed when she told me that she had run the school only so as to 

be allowed to keep on domestic staff (though Mrs Tyler seems an unlikely candidate for a WAF 

uniform). But mother’s enterprise was more than a mere ‘war effort’. She was like that. At first 

operating from the ground-floor of Ceulan, a double-fronted house on the top road, she soon 

transferred to Mael Gwyn at the edge of the village, following increasing demand  by English 

families for some sort of private education. She employed two staff: Miss Ross and Miss Vickery. 
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Bossy Rossy was a ’companion’ to Miss Braemar who lived at Darbod on the cliff near Oversands. 

Neither of the these ladies were at all attractive. Miss Vickery, however, was. Never before had 

Harlech seen such honeyed thighs and short shorts. Vickery and Ross became highly competitive 

for the headmistress’s approval. “Good” said Bossy Rossy one day, “she’s hit her thumb”; Vickery 

was hammering up a noticeboard advertising the school. “God, but she’s slow”, wrote Bossy Rossy 

on a report one day, Vickery gleefully pointing out the missing letter. Parents got drawn into the 

teaching. Mrs Johnson, mother of the weak-trousered Johnnie, laughed like a drain at Robin’s 

written answer: ‘On a bed’, to the question: ‘Where were you born?’ 

 

It was almost a coven, at least an oasis of female Englishness in a Welsh wilderness. 

 

 
 

Outside Mael Gwyn: The Bantock Private School (1941-’42) 
Back row, left to right: Michael Lane, Betty Herbert, Philip Maynard, Joyce Burkes, Deborah, ?,?, Susan 

Regan 

Second row: Cuillin,?, Anton, Miss Ross, Robin, Margaret Bantock, Michael Regan, Miss Vickery, Dan 

Hawker, Adrian Platt 

Front row: David Woodrow, June Humpherson, Jill More, Bobby Herbert, ?, ?, Sally Hawker 
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31 

The Bantock Private School: Examination Results (Seniors) 1941 

 

Despite doing so badly in Latin and the Memory Test and possibly because of extra 

coaching from Miss Vickery, Robin passed the Entrance Examination to King Edward’s School in 

Birmingham in the summer of 1942 which is why the family returned to the Midlands in September of that 

year. 
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* 
 

Other ladies did other things for the war effort; it was through the Coburns that I learnt my first rude 

word. Edith Coburn was a Nit-Nurse. That is, she worked for the Harlech Red Cross removing 

head lice from children at the other school. When she came home from this, Alvin had to examine 

her scalp to make sure she wasn’t lousy herself. One day Raymond, Robin and I were waiting to 

meet her at the top of St David’s Hill. She was late. Raymond said: “I expect Alvin is looking for 

bugs. He has to de-bug her.” Robin laughed and looked at Raymond. 

 

 
 

War effort, 1941-42 

 

Robin and Anton were encouraged to collect scrap metal for the war effort and take it to a dump near the 

station. The photograph is of Robin on his way back to Traethdy with the empty wheelbarrow. 

 

‘Break’ at mother’s school was much more fun than at the other place. We used to go across the 

road and throw stones on to the rooves of Bronwen Terrace. I did a big one and got into trouble. 

Then I went back and learnt joined-up writing as loopy as the spitfire I’d seen. 
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Raymond, of course, was all this time running his own school in Birmingham, the crammer - BABA, 

as it came to be called: Bantock’s Academy for Backward Adolescents. Each week he appeared at 

Traethdy on Thursdays and left early on Mondays. One Monday he arrived at Harlech station to 

find he’d left his spectacles behind. He bribed the engine driver to slow down as the train went past 

the house, made a quick telephone call and fished his glasses out of a shrimping net held up by 

mother. Harlech station was then a much livelier place than it is now. There was a cattle market 

nearby on alternate Wednesdays and a travelling Post Office on some of the trains. I remember 

seeing a man behind a grille in the guards-van doing an Annie Jones with a rubber stamp and a 

big sack of letters. 

 

Back at Traethdy Nanny cooked and coped. Once mother brought the older children down from 

school to sleep in a big bell-tent for the night. I wasn’t included but played about with Sunbeam’s 

Sally in a little wigwam nearby. There was a campfire that night, carefully supervised by Nanny, 

Vickery and the headmistress. 

 

 
 

‘The Jamboree 

The older children once camped in the hollow outside Traethdy, sleeping in the WW1 

bell-tent which once belonged to Commander Stidston, the original owner of Traethdy 

 

Fire was always a potential hazard at Traethdy. Once the soot in the chimney stack caught fire; big 

sparks and smoke came out of one of the chimney pots followed by the sweep’s brush.  This was 

quite exciting, but Nanny and mother were more exercised about not setting the morfa on fire.  

Prominent in the house were anti-fire precautions: a conspicuous red notice, extinguishing devices.  
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a. Lift Minimax from Bracket 

and run to site of fire 

b. Strike knob on floor 

c. Direct jet to seat of fire 

 
 

This used to be attached to the wall downstairs 

 

A dreadful bucket of sand hung from the ceiling halfway up the staircase, the top littered with 

whatever we liked throwing in there. There was another such bucket behind a furtive little curtain in 

an alcove in the tiny bedroom. It may have been used for anything; certainly it didn’t smell too good 

when I ejected it in 1980. Also on the staircase were two Minimax Fire Extinguishers, purple 

cylinders with a nozzle at one end and a knob at the other.  Next to each was a tin box of refill 

cartons, with instructions on ‘How to use Minimax’, accompanied by pictures of a totally 

unperturbed maiden carrying them out. As Anton once said: “How to put out a fire in three easy 

jerks.” 
                                                                     

Years later Raymond had the extinguisher serviced by a man from Wrexham. The man thought 

he’d better to a test and with great ceremony ‘struck the knob on the ground.’  

Presumably with one easy jerk. All that happened was the production of a little sticky exudate from 

the nozzle. 

 

It needed a bit more than three easy jerks to put out the fire that Dan and Robin started. They one 

day decided to have a little fire of their own, out of sight behind a sand-hill,  
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a kind of slash-and-burn, on account of a model railway track they were planning. It was soon very 

much in sight, the whole dune ablaze. Spectacular flames and crackling. There were neither fire-

brooms nor hose. Nanny and mother slapped about with spades and stamped with feet. We all 

helped. Finally, when it was over, mother looked up and there was Sunbeam, stamping too and still 

smiling. She’d run all the way down the cliff to help. 

 

 

* 
 

At the end of 1941 the school organised a Christmas Show which was put on in the Memorial Hall 

at the top of the Castle Hill. Rehearsals were at Traethdy. I did not enjoy these, particularly having 

to sit still as some sulky cherub in the finale, an uplifting tableau. Our cousin Jill More was living 

with us at that time; her role in all this was as a trumpet-bearing angel. Jill had to stand on a chair 

with an uplifted cardboard tube, rendered proclamatory by Nanny with gold paper. Mother used to 

get furious with Jill who could never hold the thing up for long enough. After ten minutes she was 

serenading the carpet. 

 

Mother, of course, wrote all the music, either on the dulcitone in the south annexe or on the piano 

in the living room. It was not a good piano. Made by ‘Ajello – Piano Makers to the King of Italy’, it 

had two hinged candlesticks on the front which mother used as ashtrays. Cigarettes often fell onto 

the keyboard and burnt holes in the treble. She sometimes tried to get us to sing Nursery Rhymes 

from an old album but none of us were any good at it, though we did enjoy looking at the pictures, 

particularly one of them. 
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The Spider’s Garden Inn, from National Nursery Rhymes, Novello & Co, c. 1900 

 

We liked this one and now I see why. It is perfect evocation of all the stricken 

little places of Traethdy: the smelly little alcove in the tiny bedroom, the backroom 

with its obscure lumber and festooning cobwebs like old ladies’ knickers and 

filled with shrivelled things that have long passed their sell-by date. 

Like parts of the sand-closet, the garage and the whole of Raymond’s annexe 

(with him in it?). Merlin and I would heighten the frisson by slowing down 

when we were coming to this page. 
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I really did enjoy some of the costumes that were being prepared. There was one scene with two 

Ugly Sisters (not played by the Misses Ross and Brymer, who would been appropriate, but by two 

girls who weren’t Joyce and Betty). One of the crêpe paper skirts had been made too small, or 

perhaps the actress had grown between rehearsals, so was given to me to play with. I discovered I 

had a taste for cross-dressing, something I still have to explore thoroughly.. 

 

The first night was the only night. The house was full: old Amy Graves was there and her daughter 

Clarissa, a scrawny capon to her mother’s turkeycock. Muriel Segar-Pugh, Alvin and Edith Coburn, 

Stanley and Molly Groome and rows and rows of parents and Welsh ladies, but not, I think, Annie 

Jones and sister Mary from London House. It was possibly too far up the hill for them. 

 

Peter Groome, only son of Molly and Stanley, then aged about thirteen, was prodigious on the 

violin. He had the swept back golden hair and aquiline profile de rigeur for a solo musician. Robin 

swaggered about as Captain Hook. Mother played the piano off-stage, and then played a torch on-

stage, over the scenery, as Tinkerbell. Anton, I think, was Peter Pan. I had to do a lot of waiting in 

the wings. 

 

My number came up just before the interval with a suitably bracing turn billed as ‘There came 

Three Dukes a-riding’.  Robin, Anton and I were the three Dukes. Who else? We had to stand in a 

line at right-angles to the audience, Robin the furthest from and me the closest to the footlights. We 

each had a real trumpet. We faced another row of little people, standing likewise, without trumpets 

and presumably girls of some kind. At the outbreak of the music we had to advance and recede 

with skipping movements, pretending to blow the trumpets. Mine didn’t work anyway. It seemed 

totally inane and was made worse by the pale yellow knicker-panty thing I had to wear, made of 

some shimmery clinging material. When on earth did a duke, even a third one, have to wear such a 

thing? Anyway, we did it, the whole rigmarole. 

 

Now the curtain in the Memorial Hall was unusual. There was a large anaemic painting of the 

castle on one side. There was a small angled tear; a bit of the castle hung down a bit sadly. But 

what made the curtain odd was that it rolled from the bottom, pulled up by a stage-hand in the 

wings. I think this was Miss Vickery, firm young muscles rippling under a tight sweater. ‘Three 

Dukes’ came to an end and down unrolled the curtain. Miss Vickery was ready to roll it up again, 

rapidly, with an easy jerk, for a curtain call.  At that point the Third Duke became a Prince, a 

Myshkin. Quick as a flash I thrust my trumpet through the tear. Up rolled the curtain, carrying my 

trumpet as a lumpy insert, like that Beatrix Potter picture of an animal being rolled in pastry. We’d 

all run off but I skittered back on with the stage to myself and reclaimed my trumpet, wonderfully 

improved, when Vickery did her thing again. 
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There were several curtain calls. I can’t believe we were much fun to watch, but I’d like to think the 

applause was on account of my existential protest. Those in the audience in the know, however, 

probably merely glanced at each other, lowered their eyes and murmured again: “Shame about 

number three.” 

 

 

* 
 

Mother once told me that her only anti-social act of the war was to dig up a small conifer from a 

plantation near Blaenau Ffestiniog, at night, for a Christmas Tree. This was adorned with the 

ornaments which came from her old home at Crown Lodge. I particularly liked a glass swan in a 

nest of green down. There was a curious china doll with a surprised expression and very short 

arms. Where have all these things gone? I got into trouble with Nanny again, this time for putting 

decorations in the bedroom upstairs, tucking the ends into the drawers. Raymond made a big pile 

of presents on the floor in the living room, covered it with a blanket and at the last minute put Gavin 

under there as well. Then he came in as Father Christmas to distribute the swag. It was only after 

Father Christmas had gone that it was realised I was missing, upstairs playing with some morning-

stocking loot. 

 

 

* 
 

And not only did they do all this, the birthdays, Christmas and the school. There were excursions, 

often presented as ‘birthday treats’. An early such treat of mine was a trip up the Ffestiniog 

Railway, in 1940. Despite having massacred most of my birthday presents, the trip was on. The 

only thing I remember about it was the need to urinate while the train was in motion. With a flourish 

Raymond ripped up a floorboard and I peed on a rapidly spinning wheel just below. It was good of 

him but I’d have preferred to use a window. The passenger service on the line closed down shortly 

afterwards, but not because of vandalism. There were trips to Conway, where we saw the ‘smallest 

lived-in house in the world’, to Criccieth Castle, where we saw anglers catching bass from the 

castle rock, to the gullery in the salt marsh on Harlech morfa, where we saw hundreds of black-

headed gulls’ nests. This was where thirty years before mother had been sent to collect plovers’ 

eggs for the Crown Lodge breakfasts and where her mother had figure-skated in the winters of the 

1890s. And to Cwm Bychan, where mother had collected sphagnum moss for use as a bandage- 

dressing in WW1, to Harlech Castle which has always irritated me for some reason, and the 

Fairbourne Railway with its little boat trip back to Barmouth.  
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We were taken to the slate quarry at Llanfair where we were told about the paintings from 

London’s National Gallery being in safe storage in the mines at Blaenau. Apparently the big Van 

Dyck equestrian portrait of Charles I wouldn’t go through the railway tunnel near Corwen. The 

painting was in a crate on a lorry on a goods-truck, so they let the air out of the lorry’s tyres to get it 

through.  

 

And there was the annual circus in a field beyond Harlech station. Even there we never spoke to 

any Welsh children. They used to stand outside enjoying the elephant defaecating and squirting 

water about. One year there was a box with ‘the biggest sewer rat in London’ in it, for which 

sixpence had to be paid for a glimpse. I’m not sure I liked the circus very much, though I do 

remember a girl, a kind of Prairie-Mary, with a swirly skirt and tight gay bodice, doing something 

quite impressive with a very long whip. I expect her name was Carlotta. It usually is.   

 

* 

 

In the spring of 1942 a woman called Cherry Lawson appeared at Traethdy. She stayed for a few 

days when Raymond was away. Cherry Lawson had helped mother set up the Girl Guides 

movement in Harlech in the 1920s.  

 

This visit, in 1942, was somehow uncomfortable. Even a six-year old male can pick up awkward 

vibes between two grown women. Years later mother told me that the Guides movement was very 

much an ”all girls together, straining in the weather” kind of thing.  Quite honestly, I rather disliked 

Cherry Lawson. There was a lot of sitting about in the hard cold sunlight on Harlech beach, made 

less pleasant by a brisk east wind. Cherry Lawson sat in a low deckchair, the one that Mrs Williams 

had used at Merlin’s Christening four years before, with mother and me on either side with the 

sand blowing into the hair and against bare legs. Mother seemed tense and for some reason 

anxious that Cherry and I should ‘get on’. She was supposed to be my godmother, but this was the 

first I’d heard of it. There wasn’t a lot of conversation and mother made most of it.  

 

Cherry had lost an eye when she looked out of a train window and a cinder from the engine blew 

into her face, though one couldn’t see anything particularly amiss and wasn’t the reason for the 

longeurs. Mother was wearing home-made stockings – all stripes of different coloured wools, 

knitted up from scraps surplus to requirements elsewhere; a far cry from the kind that Mrs Segar-

Pugh wore. I remember Cherry Lawson liking the stockings, and touching them, and also her 

giving me a set of four quite superior volumes about wild flowers. It was kind of her and they were 

the first books I’d been given that I didn’t immediately destroy.  
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Cherry Lawson never reappeared.   

 

* 
 

A month later Lucy was born in the south annexe. I’d been regularly shoving mother up the 

Bluebell Path to school, but it was only a week or so before the birth, apparently, that I’d 

commented on her appearance. 

 

The actual day, May 8th, was one of continuous sunshine and another piece of super-efficient 

stage-management. Lucy’s arrival was as expertly organised as Mrs Tyler’s departure. The first 

thing that happened was that Robin, Anton and I were given the day off school – we went and 

played in the huge grounds of a Georgian House in Harlech, Bron y Graig and home of a  Mrs 

Lloyd, an ex JP. We found and nearly caught a very big grass snake.  Later, Connie Lyne took me 

bird’s nesting in the fields behind the house. Connie was a slowish walker at the best of times but 

seemed more languid than usual that day. She must have been waiting. We didn’t find any nests, 

and I have to admit I knew even then that we were looking in quite the wrong places. We picked a 

lot of bluebells. Bluebell stalks snap off very crisply. 

 

Later, back at Traethdy, in the evening, all was excitement, telegrams and telephone calls. The 

pianist, Molly Groome, came down from Harlech and talked sforzando, despite Nanny’s most polite 

insistence on the soft pedal. At last Molly left and was seen zig- zagging up the zig-zag. She got to 

the top. Then she stopped, turned and ran all the way down again, accelerando, fell gasping into 

the south annexe where mother was drowsing with the new baby.  

“Peggy, Peggy” she spluttered, I heard a cuckoo.” 

One couldn’t help liking Molly 
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Molly Groome 
 

The pianist Molly Groome trained with Wilhelm Backhaus and later became a 

professional teacher of classical piano. Like Backhaus’, her playing was 

muscular and direct and her interpretations ‘forthright’; she was particularly 

‘in tune’ with Beethoven. Her musical interests, however, seemed to end with 

Brahms and she had little time for the twentieth century. Although she and 

Mother were friends their musical sympathies were totally at odds; mother 

had practically no time for either Mozart or Beethoven and Molly had little 

interest in new work. 

 

One day, when we were quite little, Merlin and I were playing with our lorries 

in the sand outside Raymond’s new Sun Hut. Molly came down, went in and 

closed the thick horse-brown curtains. Then she came out in a bathing cos- 

tume. It was all rather magnificent: mauve hips and haunches. She smiled, 

showing a lot of square teeth: “Now. You boys. I’m going to have a bathe. 

You won’t touch my clothes, will you?” She galloped off directly. Through 

the grass. Still mauve and muscular. 

 

Now it would never have occurred to either of us to do any such thing. 

We looked at each other. Then Merlin went in. Then I did. We stood and  

stared a bit. I don’t think we touched anything. Everything was neatly 

folded on a chair. Not a gusset in sight. 
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Molly was very protective of her son, the prodigious Peter with the golden  

hair and useful profile. According to mother, Molly continued to wake 

him up in the middle of the night to use the chamber pot until he was 

old enough, according to Robin, to return the compliment by holding 

his mother over the article in question.    

 

A few days after Lucy was born, Raymond brought his mother Helena to see her new grand-

daughter. I was told years later that mother had cried when she heard she was coming. Perhaps 

this was an early warning, a shot across the bows, the first breath of a dissonant wind which was 

later to reach gale force, 

 

Later, in June, there was a massive Christening at St Tanwg’s, an event a good deal more 

considerable than the one in Raymond’s annexe for Merlin four years earlier. After this there was a 

party at Traethdy., 

 

 

 
 

Lucy’s Christening party, June 1942 

 

Standing, left to right: Mother, Alvin Coburn, Connie Lyne (head only), ?, ?, ?, Molly Groome,   

                                   Peter Groome 

On verandah seat: Nanny Slaughter (with Gavin), ?, Nurse McCombe with Lucy, Edith  

                              Coburn 

Seated on ground: Merlin, Robin, Cuillin, Johnnie Johnson, Dan Hawker, Anton 
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Dan Hawker, Johnnie Johnson and Robin had fetched ferns, bracken and various tendrils  from the 

land below Oversands to green up the house. Edith Coburn had laryngitis and couldn’t speak. Her 

voice came back as she was walking home with Alvin:  “…………..lovely cake” she was heard to 

bellow. So there must have been one. It was probably one of Nanny’s. 

 

A few weeks later mother nearly died by drowning. It was my fault., Rowena McCombe, the family 

midwife, had come to stay for a few days and one afternoon mother had driven her, Lucy and me 

to the Lily Lake on the way to Cwm Bychan to sit by the water. It was very hot. A hot rug was put 

out. Rowena sat on it. So did mother. Lucy sucked and I was bored. I wandered off. 

 

Cherry Lawson’s flower books must have started something. I reappeared in urgent need of a 

waterlily flower, a yard or two from the edge. Mother put Lucy on the rug. Rowena still sat. Mother 

reached out and entered the mud fully up to the top of one thigh and a good deal up the other leg 

as well, but holding on to a branch of some kind. She got the lily in exchange for a shoe. Rowena 

poured out some more tea. Nothing seemed to disturb her. 

 
 

Rowena McCombe with Lucy, 1942 

 

   The Raymond Bantocks had ‘inherited’ the midwife Rowena McCombe from Frank and 

   Gwen More (mother’s brother and sister-in-law), whose son Julian she had delivered 

   in the 1920s. Rowena was a big, soft slow woman who made watercolours and cakes, 

   about both of which mother was dismissive: “laboured and heavy”. Rowena, however,  

   was very fond of mother, perhaps overly so, and of us too. She wrote, in about 1944: 
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             “Dearest, I do hope Anton has done well in his exam. When do you know? 

             How I long to see Lucy (and her new pram) and you all. I take it the N  

             means ‘No’ you are not pregnant: better so with all that ‘loss’, but I know 

             what it means for you, the anxiousness at every month and the hopes 

             and fears. I think one of the most important times to take care is when 

             you have (or hope to have) conceived – stands to reason, don’t you 

             think? I wonder are you writing to me about it tonight?”   

 

Rowena McCombe has to be one of the softest, roundest, flouriest people I’ve ever met. Just once 

I heard her say “botheration”. Years later, after mother was dead, I went to see her in Margate. We 

agreed that neither of us had changed at all.  She was living with another woman, small, tight and 

defensive. She also did  watercolours. Rowena’s were turgid, almost violent. Quite a surprise. 

 

A little while later, just before my seventh birthday, there was a School Sports Day on the beach. 

Connie stood by the barbed wire, welcoming people as they clambered through, even before they 

were upright and had adjusted their clothing. I won three prizes though I admit I cheated in the egg 

and spoon race  by shoving the pebbles off the paper they were on and scooping them up with a 

bit of sand to keep them steady while running. One of the prizes was a flower book, donated by 

Connie. 

 

Then I had my birthday. And a little while after this, in September 1942, the house was closed 

down and we all went back to the Midlands. Traethdy was left in the care of Mr and Mrs Williams. 

 

 

 A WELSH FAMILY 

 

 

Raymond Bantock had inherited the Williams when he bought Traethdy in 1931. Griff was a 

linesman whose job was to check that the blocks of wood which held the railway track correctly on 

the sleepers were not being displaced by the trains. We used to see him walking along with a big 

hammer. He and Laura lived at Cliff Cottage, long since demolished, on the edge of the railway 

track near Traethdy. Griff had the brownest face, brightest eyes and beamingest smile I’ve ever 

known. He used to come over to Traethdy where he always sat in the same place and drank very 

sweet sherry from a sticky bottle kept in the corner cupboard. There were very slow discussions 

about things that Raymond Bantock wanted Mr Williams to do about the house. Things did get 

done. After building the shanty he built a sea wall, now deep in the sand, built the outside WC, the 

East Annexe, and the first bicycle shed. 
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 Mr Williams dealt also with the family sewage. It was a bad day for Griff Williams when Raymond 

installed mains water at Traethdy in 1932, with a cess-pit which they thought had to be emptied. 

Before this there had been just the sand-closet for Mr Williams to deal with. 

 

If only they’d known. The cess-pit never needed emptying except of wind-blown sand. Bacteria, 

good germs, break everything down naturally and the water just soaks away. The puritan passion 

for ‘cleanliness’, using lots of bleach and disinfectant, kills the bacteria, accounting for the sweet 

miasma of anaerobic putrefaction, of drains, if one stood near enough. It was a good day for the 

bacteria when Beryl did her thing with the bottle – it must have saved millions of bacterial lives. 

 

They didn’t know this at the time. It was Mr Williams’ job to clear out all this effluvium. Manually. 

That is, there was an enormous ladle and we used to see him, red of face as well as brown, 

scooping and stirring. I’ve no idea what he did with what he dredged up, but he certainly ran a 

healthy looking allotment near his house…runner beans, peas, rhubarb. 

 

The parlour at Cliff Cottage, the only room I ever went into there, was a dark cave of late 

Victoriana, with a huge grandfather clock, a cast-iron fireplace and heavy brown chairs. The water 

supply was from a tap at the bottom of the cliff. I once found Mr Williams filling a kettle there and 

the privy was a shack ‘across the yard’. I suppose Mr Williams kept his hand in on old-style toilets 

by dealing with his own. The last time I looked in there, in 1990, I found the remains of what 

seemed to be an illicit whisky still. Mr Williams kept ferrets and used them to catch rabbits.  Laura 

Williams kept chickens and their goats roamed free. 

 

Laura Williams came from South Wales. We called her Hoppalady, I think because she was 

excitable and restless. Someone, maybe Beryl, had once told me that she used to “eat little boys if 

they were naughty”. Certainly I always found her slightly witchlike. She was supposed to keep 

Traethdy clean when we weren’t there but mother said she could never tell whether anything had 

ever been done.  

 

I last saw Hoppalady in 1948. We had gone up to the Castle Square to see something of the royal 

visit. We found Laura Williams already there, on one of the seats. She’d been up there all night to 

get a good view. Robin asked, straight out, about washing in the morning and she said she’d used 

the nearby pond, full of dead prams: “Just a wash and brush-up”. So she did clean something. 

 

Griff and Laura Williams had a daughter, Doris, born in the late 1920s. Doris had the flat, wide-

eyed face of a naughty Botticelli angel. Judging by the turnover of young men we used to see her 

lying with in the grass in the 1940s, she was no angel and definitely naughty. Then she got into 

real trouble. I was told later that a policeman was the father. Then the father himself got into a 
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trouble with a boy in the village and in 1950 hanged himself in the boiler room of St David’s Hotel. 

With respect to Mr Wynne Hughes, every day was definitely not summer.  

 

I think the Williams were the nearest any of us got to a real Welsh family. 

 

 A PHOTOGRAPH OF HARLECH STATION 

 

 
 

Market day at Harlech Station in the 1940s 

 

Seventy years ago Harlech Station was much livelier than it is now, with a full complement of staff 

– station-master, ticket-clerk, signalman, footplate crew and porters. Two old coach bodies served 

as extra offices and a goods storeroom. 

Livestock markets were held on alternate Wednesdays. Cattle and sheep trucks 

had to be shunted down the siding into a small unloading bay, two at a time. 

 

Once I arrived at the station with Nanny and Merlin to find the whole of the  

Waiting Room on the up platform blown across the siding behind. This was the    

best thing about our jaunt to Barmouth that morning. 

 

Most of the cars in the photo are pre-war but the Council houses in the back are 

new. I remember looking at the unfinished state of the one on the right when we 
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went up to the Castle Square to see Princess Elizabeth arrive. This dates the photograph to about 

1948 

 

Trains were heavier than they are now. There was one particular train which was 

Heavier than the rest, the one bringing Raymond back to Harlech late on Thursday 

afternoons. We were expected to wave to him as the train passed the house. If we  

were on the beach we could see the train coming round the point from Llandanwg. 

we knew the exact and reluctant speed required to get to the top of the right sand-hill at the right 

time, standing in a line. I quote Anton 

 

              A crumpled handkerchief could be seen fluttering from a window, opened 

             only just enough to let it out. There was no face behind the handkerchief. 

             It was a purely mechanical manifestation of the approaching parent.” 

 

After this sad little ritual, the rest of Thursdays seemed somehow greyer. 

 

 

1943 – 1948 

 

 

During the second half of the war, after we had gone back to the Midlands,  we stayed at Traethdy 

during the Easter and summer holidays.  Alvin and Edith Coburn, old friends of Granville Bantock, 

stayed in Harlech and we saw them from time to time. Alvin was one of Robin’s godparents and 

Edith was one of Lucy’s. 

 
 

The Coburns, with Lucy 1943 

 

 

The Hawkers were also Easter and summer visitors to Harlech.  We became what is now called 

‘more proactive’. I don’t know whose idea it was but it was a brilliant one. We started a museum. 
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Dan Hawker, Robin, Anton and I became collectors and curators, each with a particular role. Anton 

was Secretary and did the labels. I was in charge of natural history. It was laid out on tables in the 

bell-tent. Pride of place was given to the ragged chunk of Dornier and the scrap of zeppelin. There 

were extended forays along the beach; we came back with bones, dried pipefish, cuttlefish shells, 

cowries, dark green glass rope-covered lobster-pot floats, waterlogged rope fenders, red and white 

cork lifebelts, bits of parachute and once a complete unblemished 15-foot red target, originally 

towed behind a plane; some lucky sniper must have hit the connecting rope. A body, which turned 

out not to be Hitler, was found on Llandanwg beach, but not by us, though we did find an extended 

cargo of drowned and rotting pigs on ours. They were too big for the museum but we had a lot of 

fun seeing them being cremated down there by men from the village. 

 

Unexploded mines were washed up. I think I must have had slightly sharper eyes than the others 

as it was usually me who spotted these things from Traethdy. I used to throw stones at the mines 

before these too were torched like the pigs. Once a complete lifeboat was washed up, adding 

further artefacts to our display. Someone, I think Anton, found a small mahogany cabinet with 

brass handles. One day, Robin found a thing. None of us knew what it was . We all looked at it, 

handed it round. Robin, as direct as ever, suddenly announced: “It’s a Receptacle”. So it was. A 

Receptacle. It duly appeared as ‘A wooden Receptacle, presented by the President of the Dunes 

Museum, Robin Bantock’. It’s the only thing that remains of the entire collection. We haven’t even 

got the Visitor’s Book which is a pity, though Anton has recently unearthed his ‘Coin Chart’, as I 

have my collection of Hitler postage stamps. 
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Relics from the Dunes Museum, mid 1940s 

 

Above: Part of Anton’s Coin Chart (52x61cm). On this was laid part of 

Anton’s coin collection. Somehow it is extraordinary, now, to think of 

coins of this vintage being laid out in a near-decrepit tent in some 

Welsh sand-dunes 60 years ago. 

 

Below: One day Robin found a thing. This is it. 

 

 
 

Some of the other things we found were potentially dangerous; we definitely weren’t allowed to 

touch the rockets. Land at the north end of the morfa had been requisitioned for the war machine 

early in the war. I’m not sure exactly what when on there but we used to see the rockets flare up 

over the bay and land in the sea. There was a red flag flying on the sand-hills when this happened, 
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warning people to keep away from the far end of the beach. We were good about this, but not at all 

good about Nanny Slaughter’s flag at the other end of the beach, usually a white towel hanging out 

of the north bedroom, to tell us a meal was ready. 

 

A few years ago I explored the rocket range with a friend. We found the remains of a narrow-

gauged inclined railway line pointing seawards and a small wheeled truck. I think the rockets were 

activated on the truck which was carried forwards by propulsion until the rockets  became airborne. 

The artillery then attempted to shoot them down? Part of a training programme to hit moving 

targets?  During the war we used to find the rockets, sinister green and yellow things, about two 

feet long and with a propeller at the back, washed up on the beach. 

 

The pill-boxes were supposed to be out of bounds for some reason but we went in there all the 

same. One day, on my own, I found an interesting-looking padded bandage, about a foot long and 

with loops at each end. Thinking of the museum I rolled it up, put it in my pocket, and took it back 

to Traethdy. 

 

Now the Hawker family were given to rather smart picnics on the beach, with much tartan in 

evidence, presumably on account of Sunbeam’s mother, a Mrs Buchanan. A tartan rug would be 

laid neatly and neatly cut sandwiches handed round. Tea would be poured from a thermos, also 

tartan. The day I found the bandage they had an accident with a thermos; Aubrey scalded his 

hand. Mother went along to see if she could help, taking me with her. There was talk of bandages. 

I produced mine, unrolling it with a helpful flourish. The Hawkers went white except where Aubrey 

was still red. Me and the sanitary towel were whisked out of sight and the picnic continued, not 

quite as before. 

 

 

* 
 

Nanny was very funny about the Hawkers. Dan and the rest of us used to make castles, good 

ones, on the beach. Sunbeam would appear and Dan, all excited, would take her round to show off 

the latest creation. All she ever said was: ”Lovely, Daniel” and “Lovely, Daniel”. Nanny could 

imitate this perfectly. 

 

 

* 
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In the first chapter of The Story of a House, Raymond Bantock’s serial accretion of outbuildings 

round Traethdy was outlined. In the early 1940s one of these was the Sun Shelter, built mainly for 

his mother to sit in, though I never saw her do this. Other people made regular use of it. 
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In the Sun Shelter 

 
Top: Jacky Roberts, Robin, mother, ex-Nanny Stapleford, Anton (1942) 

Jacky Roberts ran a cobbler’s business from a small green hut near the Golf Clubhouse. 

Despite his having lost the upper half of his left thumb (her never minded showing  

us the place where the thumb wasn’t), he became engaged to and eventually  
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married Nanny Slaughter’s immediate predecessor, Dorothy Stapleford. 

 

Second: Mrs Roberts, Lucy, Nanny Slaughter, Mary Lewis (1945) 

Mrs Roberts (no relation to Jacky) was an earlier proprietor of London House. 

When she left to start the Jackdaw Café across the road, London House was  

taken over by Mary Lewis and her sister Annie Jones.  

 

Third: Robin  (1946) 

Bottom: Lucy (1945) 

 

The wooden seat which appears in these photographs was bought in the 

early 1940s and is inscribed: Made by the Hughes Bolckow Shipbreaking 

Company, Blyth, Northumberland from Teak taken from HMS Armadale Castle. 

The seat is now in the verandah at Traethdy. 

 

The Sun Shelter was really nothing more than a three-sided box open to the wind. Lucy, as a one-

year old, would be put in there in a pram; wind and wailing go together somehow. Fortunately Lucy 

wasn’t in it when one day Merlin saw what happened. As a five and a half year old, Merlin did a lot 

of wistful looking out of the living room window. 

“It’s going, Nanny”. 

“What’s going, Merlin?” Nanny was in the kitchen. 

“It’s going, Nanny. Come and look.” 

“I can’t come now, Merlin. I’m making a cake.” 

“But it’s going, Nanny. Oh look. It’s gone.” 

 

And it had. The wind had blown the whole edifice over on to its back. Mr Williams from Cliff 

Cottage stood it up again and put three buttresses behind though it was still often blown down 

again after a storm. The last time the wind got it, just the roof and sides were dislodged, leaving the 

back and props intact. The sun shelter was probably the most ill-conceived of Raymond’s 

additions. It certainly had the shortest life, though it did have its uses. It was from there that 

Raymond showed us through his Midshipman’s WW1 telescope the tail-end of a plane sticking out 

of the water about a mile offshore. (Seventy years later the plane was washed up on Harlech 

beach. It was an American experimental model of which very few examples were made. It is now in 

an American Museum). 

 

It was from the Sun Shelter that we saw a partial eclipse of the sun and it was there that Clarissa 

Graves, in a pink straw hat, cloche style, taught Merlin and me quite a lot about flowers and birds. 

Especially about the noises of seabirds. She and a friend used to call to each other with the cries 

of Whimbrels and Curlews. The noises were very strange. Once they made Merlin laugh so much 

he had to go away and hide in the grass. Clarissa very much approved of the museum and gave 
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us a penny. This gave us the idea of charging an Entrance Fee and actively soliciting patronage. It 

was usually my job to approach couples lying in the sand-hills, Doris and the like, to visit the tent. 

Often they did.  

 

As well as Clarissa’s curlews there were Nanny’s ducks. It was one of those marvellous late 

summer sunsets where everything glows pink. When we’d bathed earlier a baby porpoise had 

swum between the shoreline and Nanny and me. We couldn’t have been very far out as I still 

couldn’t swim in 1943. Nanny and I were pleased with each other because of the porpoise and 

after tea I knelt in the lower bedroom with my stack of comics: Film Fun, Radio Fun and Knockout. 

I glanced out of the window and saw a black, box-like object in the water in front of Criccieth 

Castle. It was moving and getting bigger. Then I saw another, behind the first. I called Nanny. We 

went and lay on a sand-hill to watch. Soon there was a whole line of boxes in the water 

approaching Harlech beach with the Incoming Tide (of Victory?). 

They crossed the beach and disappeared into the sand-hills. 

“They’re ducks!”, exclaimed Nanny, very excited. 

 

 
 

Crossings and Landings: Harlech and Normandy 
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Nanny Slaughter’s ducks (DUKWs) which crossed from Criccieth to Harlech beach 

in 1943 were used in the Normandy Landings the following year. They accompanied the tank transporters 

(DDs – illustrated) on D-Day. Each DD could take up to three tanks. The DUKWs 

carried supplies. Churchill wrote: “I was fascinated to see the DUKWs swimming through the 

Harbour, waddle ashore, and then hurrying up the hill to the great dump where lorries were 

waiting to take their supplies.” 

 

One of the DUKWs which entered the sea at Criccieth, never made it to Normandy. 

Instead of landing on Harlech beach it made a detour up the estuary as far as the toll bridge . It hit 

a sand-bank and stuck. It fell over when the tide went out, filled with water at the next tide, then 

sand…it’s still there somewhere. 

 

 

* 
 

As well as the outbuildings round Traethdy, Raymond built his own personal barricade. This was to 

the windward side of his Summer House and was more to do with increasing shelter and privacy 

down there than with defence against foreign invasion. He roped in his family as labourers. Turf 

and sand had to be extracted from the dunes to the south of Traethdy and wheeled to the building 

site. Robin was always willing to give lifts to his young brothers on return journeys. We were all 

rewarded for our labours with small tots of Ginger Cordial. Robin earned his first book of logarithms 

for his help with the barricade. 

    
 

Robin and Merlin, Easter 1943 

 

* 
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It wasn’t all, museum, war and labouring. The sand buildings we made on the beach often became 

complex metropolis with roads, hills, garages and gardens. We were never much into the inverted 

bucket of sand with a shell on top. People would ask “Is the castle?” (to rhyme with hassle, in a 

thick Walsall voice). We just looked at them witheringly, me usually saying something rude. One of 

mother’s brothers, Frank, so admired the buildings that he suggested we permanized them by 

using cement, with sand from the beach. We tried his but the salt made the cement go all crumbly 

and anyway the mixture wasn’t much fun to work with. Frank had missed the point; half the 

pleasure was knowing it was all ephemeral. The placing of our creations was exactly judged so 

destruction by the tide didn’t clash with some meal. We would race down after tea to enjoy 

everything being overwhelmed. Robin did wonderful ‘Voice Overs’, pretending to be a BBC 

Announcer. 

 

But still the war went on. Sometimes twin-engined bombers flew so low over the beach we felt cold 

and shivered as the shadows fell over our games. 

 

 

 
 

Building with sand on the beach, 1946 
 

We used wet sand, which we called slob, letting the water run out  

so the sand dried. The buildings were quite hard and could be 

squared off with a spade.  

Left to right: Cuillin, Anton, Lucy, Robin, Merlin 
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Building with sand  in the sandpit, 1946 
 

When we had finished building complete towns, we bombed them 

 

 

 
 

Frank More and Helena Bantock: a windy day, 1946 

 

Grannyma has a firm grip on her hat; it and the wig below could so easily have 
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ended up on Snowdon. Mother’s brother Frank was a very keen ballroom dancer 

(though presumably not wearing shorts and Wellingtons – a slightly odd 

combination anyway?). He told me he had once almost been arrested on 

Basingstoke station for unselfconsciously practising, on his own, a tango  

which he’d just learnt.  

 

* 
 

One day a man and his son came down with a lilo, got on it and floated straight out in a stiff east 

wind. Like the hoops. I remember noticing how pink they looked against the blue sea. Someone 

made a phone call and they were rescued by lifeboat. They came up to Traethdy, wretched and 

shivering. Robin was sent to collect their clothes. Ever-obliging he did so but unfortunately carried 

everything upside-down so all the money fell out. The same day as this happened a boy was killed 

by a train: one of village-gang who never made it playing ‘Last Across’ on the railway line below St 

David’s Hotel. And a few days after this a crying man came to the house; his dog had got its foot in 

a rabbit-trap down a burrow. He’d also been bitten while trying to open the trap by hand. I don’t 

know how it all got sorted out but the trap was added to the museum and talked about in grave 

tones. 

 

 

* 
 

Being ill at Traethdy was not much fun, but at such times Nanny Slaughter was at her absolute 

best. In the spring of 1944 we all caught measles, Robin first. Mother stayed in the Midlands to 

look after him and Nanny brought the rest of us to Traethdy. Lucy was sick on the train and came 

out in spots between Wellington and Ruabon. Then I think it was Anton’s turn. And then mine, 

spectacularly so. I was put in Mrs Tyler’s old room where I nearly shared the same fate. I had spots 

on the eyes and a record temperature of 104.8. Presumably Farenheit. One night, very delirious, I 

absolutely knew there were bad people in the backyard and running about outside. I was carried 

into the south bedroom and Raymond appeared with two books which eventually became 

favourites: ‘Secrets of the Zoo’ and ‘Wild Animals I have known’.  Robin told me that his delirium 

was different; his piled-up clothes looked like a horrible face and he had to get out of bed three 

times in the night to change their shape. 

 

I lived on blackcurrant juice for three weeks. When I was getting better Nanny asked me what I 

would like to eat. Knowing she couldn’t get them, I said: Sausages.” Somehow she did. By the time 

the measle reached Merlin and Gavin it had got bored with Bantocks and they escaped very lightly. 
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Beyond this I used to have terrible earaches and lay in bed just not screaming. I used to stare at 

the wall close to my face and in the knotty grain and dark green dye I could see complete 

landscapes, trees, fields, gardens with peacocks. I suppose we were all after a space of our own.  

 

* 
 

We missed out on Traethdy in the summer of 1945 but the mseum a year later was fortified with 

white crystralline sand from Morar, brown shingly stuff from the Atlantic shores of Lewis and a 

huge collection of scallop shells from Skye, the Uists and the mainland. There were over 200 of 

these shells, some smaller than one of Lucy’s little fingernails, others almost as big as her head. 

The war was becoming history, but I can remember the exact place and time in Morar when I 

heard Raymond tell Robin about Hiroshima. 

 

I learnt two useful things while we were in Scotland; Robin taught me how to ride a bicycle and 

Raymond made me swim. I learnt to swim only to escape Raymond’s clutches. Literally. He used 

to summon me out of the shallows and make me lie face downwards, wet, on the sand. He then 

gripped me with wet sandy hands round the waist and made me perform swimming movements on 

the beach. I did some, hating it, and him, but both the cycling and the swimming extended our 

repertoire for Welsh mischief later. 

 

 

* 

 
Six Bantocks c.1946 
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 Gwen painting in the verandah of the south annexe c. 1946 
 

Guinevere More was mother’s sister-in-law, being the wife of her older 

brother Frank. She trained at The Slade where she was taught by Henry 

Tonks (1862-1937) and known as Bottishelley on account of her pointed 

oval face a la Botticelli and her Shelley-like hair. She was the first woman 

student at The Slade. She and Frank were fairly regular visitors to Traethdy; 

once they brought their caravan and camped halfway along the track. 

 

 

 
 

Connie with Lucy and mother 
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Miriam, Gwen, mother 

More relatives 

Above: Connie Lyne, Lucy and mother in the Traethdy verandah 1944 

Below: Miriam More, mother and Gwen More outside Traethdy in 1947 

Miriam had recently married George More, mother’s younger brother 

 

* 
During the late 1940s Anton master-minded the production of a Family Magazine. 

This was following a tradition in both the More and Bantock families. Everyone contributed. There 

were several issues, starting in 1947. 

 

 
 

The frontispiece of the family magazine for 1947 
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In addition to the Family Magazine, Anton kept an extraordinarily detailed diary for the whole of 

1947, starting on January 1st and ending on December 29th.  It was written in a Letts Diary for 1944 

and provides a small time-capsule of the Raymond Bantock family life at Harlech during holidays: 

bathing, building with sand, building with turf, the museum, school reports, shopping, excursions, 

visitors, and the all-pervading effects of the weather on everything. 

 

 
 

 

During the spring of 1946 I learnt two useless things at Traethdy, both in the room where Mrs Tyler 

had died and I hadn’t. Sometimes I wished I had. One was how to multiply one sum of money by 

another and the other was something to do with my aunt’s pen and all that in French. I’ve no idea 

how I did it but somehow passed the Entrance Exam to King Edward’s School in Birmingham, 

where Anton and Robin already were. Raymond, at any rate, was delighted. Mother took me back 
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to Birmingham for the interview. Our up-train pulled in next to the down-train at Bala. I was in the 

corridor and there was Christopher King in the other train, coming to stay at Traethdy. 

 

Christopher was a school friend of Robin’s. He livened things up rather considerably. 

In 1946 the Ffestiniog Railway finally closed and by 1947 the whole system was ripe for whatever 

he, Robin, Anton and I could use it for. We used to cycle to Tan-y-Bwlch and mess about. Once we 

found some rolling stock and took a ride. There was an incline and the only way we could stop was 

to rip up a floorboard and hold it against the rapidly spinning wheel just below. Plus ça change. 

 

 

* 
 

But Christopher was just a gleam in the darkening domestic gloom. Raymond was beginning to 

realise that not one of his sons seemed very bright and that there weren’t going to be any more of 

them. He and mother began to be openly hostile to each other. We were sometimes dragged in to 

act as safety values: “To curb your mother’s tongue” said Raymond, making us sit there while they 

argued. I began to dislike him most seriously. I began to divide days at Traethdy into four 

categories, depending on the weather when I got out of bed and on whether the curtain in the 

window in Raymond’s annexe, which could be seen from the old bathroom, was drawn or not when 

I came downstairs. If it was open, even just a little bit, it meant he was already out of bed and 

shaving and would soon appear in the verandah to mess his family about. If it was raining as well, 

it was a bad day. We were all terrorised. 

 

Meals became battle grounds. One Sunday lunch, someone, Gavin, I think, threw the carving knife 

at a sibling. It missed but split a panel in the door and stuck there vibrating. 
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Someone threw the carving knife…, late 1940s 

 

It was relief to escape to the sand-closet. 

 

WHAT WENT ON IN THE SAND-CLOSET  

 

The closet was a small green hut as old as Traethdy itself. Down in the hollow at the south-east 

corner of the Traethdy estate, it was a kind of ‘House at Poo Corner’. Close to the cesspit. Dank. 

This was the place. 

 

It was made of corrugated tin, about eight feet long and three wide, with a rounded roof like a 

railway carriage of seventy years ago. It is just possible that at one time it may have been quite a 
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smart little establishment but when we stayed at Traethdy it was already sinking into decrepitude. 

Much of the paint had flaked off and the tin rusted round the base and roof. It was finally 

demolished in the late 1950s. 

 

The hut was divided inside into two unequal halves. One, about three feet long, was used to store 

the bell-tent as a great hunk of mildewed canvas, surplus fencing wire, oily drums of creosote, the 

perished inner tube of a Midland Red bus tyre that we used to play with in the sea, a second bell-

tent which was too far gone to be worth exploring and sundry planks, poles and posts. The door of 

this bit was like the lavatory window of the main house; it neither closed nor opened properly. A 

key was not bothered with. There was always a lot of sand in there. 

 

 
The sand-closet remembered:  

Pastel drawing by Cuillin Bantock 2001 

 

The other end was different and not only because hardly anyone else ever went in there. As far as 

I was concerned it was almost the best place at Traethdy. It was lined with crisp white wood so it 

always seemed to be very light in there. The light came through a salt-etched window and round 
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the edges of the door. It was all rather pleasant. Nearly pristine. Not dank at all. Cobwebby and all 

that, of course, but not sinister as the same phenomena were in the garage and back-room. The 

latrine itself was a commodious white box with a lid which concealed a much-worn but comfortable-

looking brown circular seat, above a long-since removed removable bucket. On the wall behind 

was a second white cabinet with a handle intended to release a cascade of sand over offerings 

which landed in the bucket. There was no source of heat beyond one’s own personal supply and a 

crude shelf substituted for a toilet-roll holder. The poor old Stidstons, who built Traethdy in the first 

place, must have had a hard time of it. Just think of having to do that, down there, in the middle of 

winter. Quite different from the one occasion when I saw the equipment in use. 

 

This was when I invited one of Mrs Segar-Pugh’s nieces to sit on the brown seat. She did so 

instantly. With panache. We never told the aunt. Had there been a leak it would have extinguished 

forever any chances of union between the families. 

 

Opposite the latrinal device were some shelves on which Raymond used to store imperfectly 

sealed tins of dead paint, until I disposed of them to make room for my mouse-cages. 

 

That is, in 1948, I bought a white mouse from Pets’ Corner in Lewis’s Store in Birmingham. Anton 

then came home with a piebald one. By the spring of 1949, when Gavin and I were sent ahead by 

train to open up the house for the main Armada the next day, the mouse-cages occupied an entire 

compartment in the train from Snow Hill. It was an effective and totally inadvertent way of claiming 

the space as our own.  

Earlier, Raymond had set the precedent. I remember him, on the same train journey, bribing with a 

bottle of whisky, a sore little man in stiff and stained grey flannels to get lost so the Bantocks could 

travel in splendid and sole occupation. At Harlech, a lorry-driver, who’d obviously been waiting for 

the train in the Station Hotel, was required to take everything: trunks, boxes, the box with the cat, 

me, Gavin, the mouse-cages and the pick-up groceries from London House, over the track to 

Traethdy.  In fact the cat-box gave the most trouble on these journeys; the cat was not a good 

traveller. Once a long sticky and elastic exudate from the box dangled exactly over the head of a 

lady who, unaware of the cat, said that she didn’t mind mice.    

 

The lorry journey from the station was very different from the stately Edwardian limousine which 

had done same journey on our behalf ten years before.  

 

Once the mouse culture expanded on the train, at least seven purply new squirmers appearing 

near Corwen. It must have been the rhythm. On arrival at Traethdy, perhaps to find the house 

burglarised, reeking with damp, the telephone out of order, a window or two hanging open and a 

burst pipe thrown in for good measure, after despatching the lorry-driver with some of Raymond’s 
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money, the mouse-cages and contents were scientifically arranged in the sand-closet, by 

torchlight, even before exploring the desolation of the main house. 

 

In the sand-closet the mice had a ball. They often got out. Other mice got in. The little green hut 

thrummed with murine lust. They all played havoc with the cobwebs, dead spiders, bluebottles, 

crane-flies and curled-up millipedes. Another kind of full house. 

 

It was all a desperate experiment. I was trying to breed white mice with black eyes. This can be 

done by selective breeding, but I failed on account of persistently black school reports leading to 

Raymond’s black-eyed veto on the whole project. 

 

I can’t remember what eventually happened to the mice but afterwards came the caterpillars. Also 

in the sand-closet. The mouse-cages were easily adapted for bringing to captive completion the life 

cycles of cinnabars, oak eggars, drinkers and emperor moths. This last, the only British silk-moth, 

has a green larva as big as your forefinger, with stripes reminiscent of the closet itself. All this went 

on in the days before DDT and the industrialisation of agriculture; then, there was always more of 

everything. 

 

Unlike Ryamond, who simply just didn’t understand, Nanny Slaughter amazingly identified with all 

this and often captured specimens in cups and jars for my inspection later. She had, after all, 

earlier bought a proper mouse-cage from the old Bull Ring in Birmingham, so perhaps she intuited 

about us all more than we’ve ever acknowledged. 

 

And over all, round the little house at Poo Corner, hung the heady emanations from the nearby 

cesspit. Full Strength. 
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Lucy, Nap and Knitwear, Easter 1949 

 

 Nap was given to Lucy as a Christmas present in 1948. This was the dog which 

produced such rich smells when Gavin and I called on Mrs Segar Pugh in Harlech.  

Nap later destroyed one of Raymond’s chess pieces. 

 

It is evident that Nanny’s and mother’s knitting extravaganzas persisted after 

the war. The only garments that Lucy wore as a little girl that weren’t knitted 

were her vests. 

 

AND AFTERWARDS 
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The museum began to die in 1949. Robin and Anton had lost interest but that Easter Gavin and I 

arranged a display centred round a gannet that we found on the beach and which we 

dismembered, skinned and partially stuffed. We had to despatch the gannet first; it had a wingspan 

of six feet and was covered in slick oil.  

 

By the summer the tent had given up; the pole came through the top when we put it up. So instead 

Merlin and I put out some exhibits in the old tin garage, without the gannet but with the shells. I 

remember Raymond’s scornful sneer when he drew some visiting friends’ attention to my 

misspelling of scallop. So rarely did he have anything encouraging to say. 

 

There was no museum in 1950. Instead, Robin made a diving board based on one of the anti-

aircraft landing posts on the beach. It lasted a few days.. 

 

 
 

Merlin and Robin, 1950 

 
The origin of this photograph, kindly loaned by cousin Jackie More who 

was staying with us that summer, shows a third figure to the left. 

This was Alain and I decided to remove him. Jackie wrote: “Alain was 
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a rather horrid French boy who was staying with us at Luthers and 

came to Harlech. His mother and Mama had picked each other up 

on a Channel ferry the year before and decided to do an exchange 

of children. I was sent to stay with Alain during the Easter of 1950. 

He wore plus fours, had an incipient moustache and cried when he 

lost at tennis. His mother called him her ‘cher petit singe’. He was”. 

It seems likely that the friendship lasted not much longer than the 

diving board. 

 

The following year Gavin and I discovered bottles. Not so much the bottles themselves but what 

was still inside them. The earlier forays along the beach in quite legitimate  search of trophies for 

the museum, degenerated in Gavin’s and my case into furtive kicks from bottle-sniffing. Usually in 

the rain. The cocktail of whisky dregs, Brylcream, Milk of Magnesia and pickled onions turned us 

on so well we nearly threw-up on the beach.  

 

New domestics came and went. We had a young Irish cook for a while. Sheila Cronin was fun, but 

her successor wasn’t fun at all. She was of large dimensions and short duration. If she had a name 

I never knew it. We used to see her every day progress slowly up the zig-zag to post a letter to 

someone (a lover? – one never knows what might lurk below black fustian). She couldn’t cope with 

the zig-zag coming down so had to use St David’s Hill. Back at Traethdy she used to make 

hopelessly inadequate cakes. 

 

We were all by then, and had been for some years, helping with domestic chores. Milk had to be 

fetched from the top of the zig-zag and we undertook this in turns. One day when it was Robin’s 

turn something went wrong and he had to walk all the way to Llandanwg to get the milk. He had to 

do this twice because he was in such a white fury when he got back the first time he upset the 

churn when he plonked it down on the linoleum in the kitchen . When he’d come back the second 

time he arrived, still white, to find us sitting grimly round the table for tea, the cook looking at her 

offering in the exact centre of the table. Suddenly Robin beamed. Looking straight at the cook, as 

direct as always, he merely asked: “Who’s the bun for?”  The cook left soon after. 

 

We all left soon after. But not before discovering, in the early 1950s, Old Time Dancing at the 

College and at a place in Llanbedr. Music was provided by a wind-up gramophone. Robin danced 

with a seriously concentrated expression as though he was either just filling his pants or doing 

some complex mental arithmetic at the same time, or both. Anton cavorted and I slobbed about. 

We used to pick Dan and Sally Hawker up on the way to Llanbedr, and sometimes as well, their 

cousin June Humpherson. Anton once heard Sunbeam’s mother say as we were leaving: “Such 

lovely boys, aren’t they” while Sunbeam herself called out: “Be good, and if you can’t be good, be 

careful. And if you can’t be careful, remember the dates.”  One evening June didn’t want to come 
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with us; she was sitting there with a book. Anton said: “I suppose June wants to stay and improve 

her NO – ledge.”  

 

At the College we used to dance with Annie Jones and sister Mary, from London House. This must 

have been, I suppose, the first time I’d touched a Welsh hand. Sometimes they danced with each 

other, both in cotton frocks and white-blancoed peep-toe shoes, the slightly common kind the royal 

family used to like, with white handbags over their arms. 

 

Meanwhile, back at Traethdy, the games went on.  

 

 

 
 

Chess at Traethdy 

Raymond Bantock’s chess set 

 

Chess appeared in the early 1950s. This set, brought to Traethdy by Raymond, was one of several 

originally belonging to his father, Granville.  It was used on his sons. Chess in his annexe became 

metaphors for generational wars being waged below the surface. Personally I found enough 

trouble getting through the day without murder, without actively seeking out anything worse. I never 

cared for the game, too slow and not pretty enough. I think Gavin was the most prepared to 

engage with his father in this horrible business, but even he once admitted that he wanted to stab 

Raymond’s thumb when it was suspended for ages over a piece before a decision was taken. 

Chess is so far away from me that Gavin had to Fax the layout for this photograph.  
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One day the family cur, Nap, secondarily captured and chewed up a black pawn, even bit its head 

off. Can dogs make existential statements? The pawn may even have been right through. It was 

replaced in the 1980s and the game remains what it always was: just bits of wood. Yet reminders 

of far worse. 

 

 
 

Ida Weston, 1952 

 

Card games were more fun, especially when we roped in Mrs Weston. She came originally from 

Llanelly, but settled with her husband in the Midlands in the 1920s. 

She became a ‘daily’ at The Grey Cottage in Barnt Green, where we lived when we weren’t at 

Traethdy. Mother told me that she’d asked Mrs Weston about her family background when she 

applied for work. It turned out that she’d had eleven brothers. 

“What, no sisters?” asked mother. “Oh yes. I had nine sisters.” 

 

Mrs Weston used to come and stay at Traethdy. She liked it but was nervous about the isolation, 

once scuttling into the kitchen: “Mrs Bantock, Mrs Bantock…there’s a man on the beach.” Maybe 

she had a point. As a girl, while out on a picnic with her parents (and twenty siblings?) she had 

seen something nasty in a hedge, to do with a man. Nonetheless she used to join in with our card 

games with great gusto, particularly liking one called ‘Oh Hell’.  
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Ida Weston had a daughter, an epileptic, who became a nun. 

 

 

 

 
 

Lucy emerging, 1957 

 

As well as chess, card games and games on the beach, there were family dramatics, usually at 

Christmas in Barnt Green, always involving a great deal of dressing up with clothes from the 

hamper. This continued a tradition in both the More and Bantock families. The hamper had been 

abandoned at Traethdy in 1931 by Myrrha Bantock, Raymond’s sister, when she went out to South 

Africa. It was kept in the backroom, now part of the present bathroom, where it fitted most 

beautifully under the bottom shelf. There was just enough space between it and the wall to hide in 

when Nanny was cross again.  

 

* 
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The story of the Raymond Bantocks at Traethdy is not complete without a mention of cousin Jill. 

 

 
 

Cousin Jill outside Traethdy 

 

Jill More, (now Sydneysmith) was the oldest daughter of mother’s younger brother George. She 

was a frequent visitor to Traethdy when we there in the early 1940s, even living with us for some of 

the time so that she was practically one of the family. She was later a very regular visitor both to 

Traethdy and The Grey Cottage in Barnt Green where she took part in many of our Christmas 

theatricals. And in many of our escapades in Wales. I have a distinct memory of a Red Indian 

barbecue that mother organised on a very hot evening. The Hawkers were invited. Jill and I fun-

coloured ourselves all over with cocoa amplified by juices squeezed from the hips of the burnet 

roses on the morfa. We ended up almost as black as burnt sausages. Someone painted a rather 

good totem pole which was still lying about over thirty years later. Jill tricked herself out with a 

wartime cotton bedspread and feathers from the beach. It was rather fetching. I did something less 

fetching for a minimal loincloth. Then Sally appeared, palely tinted with one of Sunbeam’s sun-tan 

lotions. The application was just noticeable. She was well-covered up with something 

unmemorable, all very Ruth and Rover. Then we cooked numerous pale sausages over a fire near 

the beach, watching them turn rapidly from Sally-coloured to Jill-coloured, at least on the outside. I 

jumped through flames by way of diversion. I think the photograph of Jill was taken in the early 

1950s.  
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More family (photo: George More) 

This was in no sense a family reunion. It just happened that a number of 

mother’s relatives happened to be staying in Harlech in August 1955 

 

 

* 
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A late meeting with the Hawkers was risible. Sometime in the late 1950s mother and I were 

walking up to the derelict cottage she’d bought and we’d gone up the other zig-zag, to the south. At 

the top the path divides; one branch runs straight up to the road by a wall. We were on this path 

and it began to rain. Not a lot, just a shower, so we took shelter against the wall. After a bit we saw 

the whole Hawker family smiling down at us from the road. There they all were, Sunbeam, Sally, 

Ruth and Rover. It wasn’t raining where they were, only a few yards away. I wonder what on earth 

they said to each other later, having seen us shelter from a garden sprinkler. “Lovely, Daniel”, I 

expect.  

 

 

 

 
 

Another cousin, Fiona Bantock, on Harlech Beach, 1960s 

 

Fiona was the daughter of Hamilton, Raymond’s younger brother. 

She sometimes came to stay with us during holidays 
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Helena and Raymond Bantock, 1957 

 

Mother used to call this one “The four-legged contraption.” 
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One day Gavin started to make drawings of a head like this. 

 

I really don’t know why. They appeared everywhere, on walls, book margins, envelopes, on paper 

tissues, sometimes during card games on the score sheet when Raymond was winning.  It was 

sometimes just enough to catch Gavin’s eye…a line would appear…and there she was again. She 

made us laugh. She wasn’t particularly like anyone we knew, yet somehow she encapsulated the 

collective absurdity of the family character. 

 

One day Gavin and I together painted the face of a little Welsh girl bright green. Oil paint. There 

she was, holding a bunch of daffodils, with an expression of fatuous vacuity. She ended up like the 

result of a union between one of Gavin’s heads and a troll. Well it was only on a tin tray and it was 

the kind of face which absolutely invited catastrophic abuse by someone. 

 

Gavin got it right. While we all writhed under the lash of Raymond’s censure, while none of us was 

brave enough to respond in kind, while eventually we learnt to cope with the wounds of corrosive 

despotism, Gavin was the first to show that laughter, however manic, can be therapeutic. 

 

And then came the gollies. 
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They escaped from Robertson’s jam jars in the corner cupboard where they were living just below 

the lids. With Gavin’s help, one of them, the skater, found his way to the beach where he eyed up 

two bathing ladies on a weak and fading 1930s maritime watercolour by Russell Flint… 
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Janice and Priscilla by Russell Flint, mid 1930s 

 

Now, this is not the watercolour in question, but is in fact very similar. In our print the two women 

were standing. One, nude, had her back to us. We called this one mother. The other, further away, 

was facing us and was covered only below the waist. Her arms were folded and she wore a tight 

white bathing cap. We called this one Beryl. Mother and Beryl were bathing from Harlech beach. 

Well why not?  

 

Soon the gollies had scrambled over all the pictures in the house, peeping out from behind trees or 

wherever. Some tenants once rang Raymond to complain, saying someone had stuck jammy 

gollies on the beautiful paintings and adding that they’d removed them, as a favour. Raymond was 

furious and ordered the visitors to put the gollies back, exactly where they were found. One would 

have liked to have been a fly on the Traethdy wall just then.  

 

Gavin’s innovations proved memorable. Only a few weeks ago I had a letter from the head of the 

Davis family which had been visiting Traethdy for over 40 years. The Davis’ had recently, Secured 

from Interference? John Davis wrote:- 

 

       “We were all very fascinated by the history of Traethdy. It set us thinking of 
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            things when we first used to stay there, one of which was a picture of 

               dancing belles (I think), with marmalade gollies stuck on the glass  

                                                       peeping at them.” 

 

* 
 

Beyond Gavin’s heads and the gollies, Traethdy was not much fun. Slowly we drifted away. 

Residual English residents could still be seen. Muriel Segar-Pugh glided about the Golf Course 

under a huge black umbrella. Clarissa Graves, floated about Harlech like a mildly deranged hen, 

nearly always in the same straw hat. Once, in 1952, I sat next to her in the train, all the way from 

Ruabon to Harlech. I’d just passed my ‘O’ Level Latin but was embarrassingly quite unable to 

translate a single word of the Graves’ family motto. Certainly not in a train on a Saturday. We 

heard in the mid ‘60s that she’d died: “She had a stroke in church on a weekday.”   

 

Raymond often took his mother and his friends there and continued to make dreadful 

improvements. 

 

 
 

                                         Hetty Blunn and Helena Bantock, 1961 

 

Raymond regularly brought Helena to Traethdy by car. This was her last visit 

to Traethdy, she died a few months later, aged 93. She had been looked after  

for several years by Hetty Blunn, a Midlands farmer’s daughter of great 

character. Between them on the seat is Grannyma’s last dog, a dachshund. 

Hetty told me that when Helena died she held the dog up to the body “for a 

last sniff and she could tell she was dead.”  
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The other dog is Delan, a hysterical sheepdog bought for ten shillings 

from the farm below Dolwyddelan Castle  as a replacement for Nap 

who died in 1958. On the phone to her father, Lucy broke the news: 

“Daddy – you did say I could have another little dog, didn’t you…you did  

you know.” Long pause “Well, as a matter of fact I’ve got one.” 

 

The trouble with Raymond’s improvements is that they tended to make everything worse. At some 

point in the late 1950s he had the entire ground-floor of Traethdy, apart from the bedroom, covered 

with vinyl tiles, blue alternating with grey in a chessboard design. Flooding water from burst winter 

pipes soon rotted them up so they became just something else to trip over. As mother retrieved the 

better bits of furniture which had originally come from her old home in Harlech, for the cottage she 

was restoring on the cliff, Raymond introduced a complete suite of highly varnished bamboo 

furniture for the living room. It was tacky when it arrived and soon became sticky as well. So 

likewise did the 1930s baby-shit coloured fumed pine dresser he found in a junk shop somewhere, 

along with a fierce little Wellington Chest. One felt that these pieces were specially waiting for 

Raymond to come and buy them as no one else could ever have possibly wanted them. One was 

almost sorry for them they were so unappealing, like big awkward girls at Christmas balls.   

 

Raymond was pleased with the Wellington Chest on account of the lockable flange down one side 

so all the drawers could be secured with a single key. He never noticed that the back was so 

defective that each of the drawers could be opened by simply reversing the whole object.  

 

Accompanying all this was a flowering of ‘Melaware’ cups, mugs and plates which soon became 

irreversibly stained. A not very good sculptor from Balaenau used to stay rent-free in exchange for 

decorating the inside not very well. He tarted up the living room by painting the woodwork navy 

blue and providing tangerine curtains. 

 

Raymond himself, when at Traethdy, spent a lot of time in his annexe, adding yet more fumed 

furniture which swelled in the damp. One of his friends said of the annexe: “Nice little fornicatorium 

you’ve got down here.”  Privately, some of us just called it the fuckhutch. 

 

* 
 

Nationwide, paper carrier bags were replaced by plastic ones and motorways crept over the 

countryside which became pockmarked with Picnic Areas, Leisure Centres and Theme Parks.  
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Traethdy slowly decayed. By the end of the 1970s, when the most that Raymond could do was to 

walk about outside poking at things with his rubber-bunged walking-stick, cast-iron gutters hung 

lethally swaying in the wind, the roof leaked, the chimney-stack was waterlogged and the walls split 

open in the living-room. Bits of furniture lay around in the grass, what there was of it. Traethdy 

stood sadly, sphinx-like, in an abandoned desert. Nothing really worked. The only things that were 

any good at all when I started the mother-of-all purges in 1980 were the rubber mattress covers. 

There was very adequate provision for the simultaneous nocturnal incontinence of eleven people.  

The sand  drifted high round Raymond’s annexe. As the foundations rotted the roof began to sag. 

The windows seized up and none of the doors locked properly. A thin film of sand covered 

everything inside. The annexe began to smell differently from its historical suggestions of onions 

and toilet water, Raymond’s own aroma. 

And it was here, in 1988, that I found the dead body. A rabbit’s. It had got in through the rotting 

planking below the medical bed but couldn’t get out. In the end it just curled up in the chair and 

died. As simply as Mrs Tyler had done in her little bed upstairs 47 years before. 

When I told Gavin about the rabbit he prophesied that one day I would include it in a story. 

The rabbit was given a funeral, in a grave about ten feet deep, along with the whole of the annexe 

itself. Roof and rafters, walls and windows, floorboards and fixtures were smashed and jettisoned 

in an orgy of controlled deconstruction. The whole lot was fired. The bill from the Contractor merely 

read: Pull down shed and burn £30. 

It was over. 

The ruined cottage that Margaret Bantock restored as refuge from the family. Photo: Cuillin Bantock 1955
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Looking north from Traethdy, 2000 

Appendix I 

Philby of Arabia 

“Greatest of Arabian Explorers”: so reads his headstone inscribed by his son Kim, in the Muslim 

Cemetery of the Bashoura Mosque in Beirut. 

Harry St John Philby (“Jack” to his family), the son of a tea-planter, was born in Ceylon in 1895 but 

received a typical English public school education. Westminster School was followed by Trinity 

College, Cambridge. He took a First in Modern Languages and in 1908 joined the Indian Civil 

Service (ICS), where he distinguished himself by learning Urdu in five months, Punjab in six, and 

then Arabian. 

His first employment was to negotiate compensation with local tribesmen for damage to crops 

caused by British Army manoeuvres, but was rapidly promoted to Revenue Commissioner, joining 

the Punjab Commission Secretariat in 1914. By 1917 he was in charge of the British Political 

Mission to Central Arabia, where his official job was to protect oil supplies from South Arabia for 

the British Navy. He was the first European to cross the Arabian peninsula, travelling by camel. 

More extensive explorations, after his conversion to Islam, in the 1930s and ‘40s were by car over 

virgin terrain, no mean achievement by someone who couldn’t even light a paraffin stove without 
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telephoning his daughters for instructions. He retired from the  ICS in 1925 and thereafter 

undertook various directorial posts in Mesopotamia. 

 

Philby was the author of a dozen books about Arabia which are reputedly unreadable. His diaries 

are more lively; original observations on zoology, geology, climate, entomology, botany and 

ornithology are mixed with archaeology and notes on tribal customs and language. He was a 

regular supplier of specimens to London’s Natural History Museum.  His claim to have discovered  

a new species of bird, the desert owl, has recently been discredited. 

 

Philby appears to have been an egotistical, arrogant, difficult, domineering and contradictory 

personality.* “I can’t hear what you’re saying, Edwards, but I take issue with you” is a much-quoted 

remark. He was involved in many disputes with the British Government over UK erosion into Arab 

territory, invariably siding with the Sheiks. He was considered to be “a bit of a bounder” by the 

British Establishment. 

 

Philby took over the lease of Coed-y-bleiddiau from Granville Bantock, the cottage on the 

Ffestiniog railway line at Tan-y-Bwlch. Philby was tone deaf and had no interest in music. His last 

words were “I am bored”. He died in 1980. 

 

* Angus, Raymond Bantock’s brother, once described Philby to me as “quite the most unpleasant 

person I have ever met.”       
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